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THE NEW YEAR.
A new year. perhaps destined to he the

greatest in the history of the human
race. has opened stormily. Fourteen na-
tions are at war. and the momentary in-
dications of a possihle peace have melted
away before the prospect of an even
more implacable struggle. And even
among the peoples who are nominally
at peace there seems to be an accentua-
tion of class rivalries and of the antago-
nisms of communal life that are even
more baleful than the actual hostilities
of the battlefield.
None the less there is no cause for dis-

couragement. Weare the witnesses, not
of a dying world. but of a world that is
king born. Behind the spectacular
panorama of hates and discords there is
becoming visible a new world of thought
that will be forever liberated from the
dead hand of superstition and priestcraft.
of prejudice and tradition. The old sys-
tems are being tried in the balances, and
already they have been found wanting.
When the last shot has been fired we
may find that we have a peace more real,
more substantial, than was ever yet
planned by ruler or by statesman.
Because this is a season of peculiar

stress it is also the season for unflagging
energy and for an undiminished courage.
:\, world thus called upon to pay the
penalty of unbrotherliness can need no
other salvation than fraternity. This is
the one thing unto which all other things

are added, the one thing that needs no
intellectual qualifications, nor erudition.
nor possessions, nor power. The Theo-
sophical !\lovement will be actually and
trnly a fraternal movement precisely to
the extent that its adherents leall the
fraternal life. The world will not he
helped by "teachings" nor "fltlldamcn-
tals," nor anything of a like nature unless
they are advanced as reasons for the fra-
ternal life, hy those who thcmselves lead
the fraternal life. and who have no otber
hope nor object than to see that life he-
cOllle the rule of the world. And who-
ever does so lead that life and teach it
becomes thereby an immeasurable force
for human progress.

•
IXTOLERAXCE.

The question raised by a correspond-
ent as to the greatest of theosophical
faults is not an easy one to answer, and
it may be that an answer even by the
wist:st among us has no more than a
personal and a relative value. Thcosoph-
ical faults, unfortunatc!\', arc numerous.
Some amung them rel;lte peculiarly to
the progress of the individual, and here
there can he no answer that is either
gcneral or inclusi ve. But there arc other
faults that retard the Mo\'ement as a
whole, that invite for it the ready con-
demnation of the world, that discredit
its efforts; and of these faults the great-
est is intolerance.
It is not only the greatest of then-
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THE CAUSE OF EVIL.
The war has given a fresh impetus to

the age-long inquiry into the nature of
evil. For here there seems to be a wrong
so monstrous as to destroy our postu-
lates of a moral evolution, to blight our
creed of an ultimate triumph of right-
eousness. Our boasts of progress. our
hopes of emergence from the domain of
pain, seem to dissolve like a mist.
It must be admitted that there is but

small satisfaction in the discussions of
the moment. They are distinguished nei-
ther by breadth of vision nor by depth of
insight. The modern writer seems
usually to labor under the curious fallacy
that one sort of explanation is needed
by great catastrophes and another by
small ones. A street accident involve!>
no violation of our theological theories
-whatever they may happen to be-but
the death of a million men in battle de-
mands a feverish reconstruetion of our
philosophies and faiths. But the extent
of the calamity seems to be wholly ir-
relevant. A bird with a broken wing is
as much of a mystery as a world at war.
\Ve must discover, not why there is so
much pain, but why there should be any
pain at all.
Mr. Joseph Anthony Milburn, author

of "Everyman's World" (Robert J.
Shores). does not fall into this particu-
lar fallacy, although he is guilty of one
even worse. Let us quote the offending
paragraph:
The Karma of Buddhism, as a venture to-

ward the vindication of the supernal equity,.

sutTers. it seems to me. from the same meta·
physical inadequacy as the free will of the
theology of Christianity. Karma defers; it
does not solve the mystery. That the present
catastrophe has its equation in some ante·
cedent perversity. some anterior incarnation
of the may explain why I do suffer at
the present moment; but it does not explain
how evil ever got a lodgment in a universe
whose creator is sovereign will, and whose
heart is large with infinite love. The tragedy
and doom of the creature must originally
have been contained within the plan and the
purpose of the Creator. But how could a
being who is infinite in power, wisdom, and
love decree a world into existence, the cardi-
nal note of whose drama is the note of
pathos, and whose song reaches its inevitable
climax, not in a shout of triumph. but in a
lamentation of defeat?

Now here it is necessary to enter a
protest. and a vigorous one. If the Bud-
dhist doctrine of Karma is to be judged
by a conception of God, it must be the
Buddhist conception of God, and not the
Christian one. And the Buddhist knows
nothing of a "creator," whose "heart is
large with infinite love," or who can be
said to have "power" or "wisdom," or
any other human attribute. The doctrine
of Karma is of course wholly incom-
patible with the theory of a personal
God who changes his mind like a gen-
eral, or repents like a convert, who can
he wheedled and coaxed and bribed.
Karma implies inflexible law, and it is
certain that the universe can not be gov-
erned alike by law and by a personal
God. One or the other is supernumary.
If we ask the Buddhist how he can
reconcile Karma with l;l b.. . c,£' "wis-

Digi Ized by U -
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RAYMOKD.
It was at first intended to comment in

this column upon Sir Oliver Lodge's new
book to which reference has been made
in this issue of the Outlook. But it
would be hard to find a better criticism
than that of the New York Times and it
is therefore reproduced as follows:
There is something distinctly patheticin

the presentation by Sir Oliver Lodge of what
in all sincerity, doubtless, he believes to be
messages from his dead son. A man of real
and high achievements in the realm of the
exact sciences, Sir Oliver's testimony can not
be dismissed with either levity or contempt,
and there will be no inclination in any quar-
ter to do so, yet his so-called evidence of the
possibility of communication with another
world is of exactly the quality obtainable--
and every night attained-from a thousand
"mediums" whose only clients are the help-
less children of ignorance and superstition.
In this particular domain the "proofs" that
content them content him, and with him as
with them the desire to believe as ade.
quate basis of belief.
There is no other way to account for the

fact that a man like Sir Oliver Lodge gravely
submits to public judgment the preposterolls
descriptions of Ii fe after death that appea r
in this book-the rejuvenation and elongation
oj a departed and translated dog's stubby
tail-the making of cigars on "the other side"
-the embarrassment felt by a young soldier
on donning the white robes of the conven-
tional angel! It is all such poor, dull stuff,
so silly and childish, that one suffers from a
sort of shame in reading it, and only by re-
membering that in thes,e absurdities a be-
reaved father has found consolation for the
Joss of a heroic son can one treat the strangc
illusion with the gravity it deserves.
Spiritists of the more intelligent kind Will

admit the obvious absurdity of these "com-

munications," but they will ascribe it to the
imperfections of the means of transmission,
and in the trivial nature of the messages find
confirmation of their evidential'value. That
is an ingenious method, but it is useo for
no other purpose and it never convinces
others than the already convinced. That Sir
Oliver should lay so much emphasis on the
fact that a "medium" first brought to his
knowledge and attention a group picture con-
taining his son shows how piti fully ready he
is to accept a theory wi th no support what-
ever simply because he prefers its implica-
tion to those of a dozen other possible ex-
planations of the little mystery.

We may wonder what Sir Oliver
Lodge would have to say to a student of
science who ventured to advance in the
classroom and in support of the simplest
theory in physics such an argument as he
himself offers in support of a helief in
survival after death.

1\1.-\D..\1\IE THEBES.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found

a reprinted editorial from the 1\ew York
SUII on the death of Madame Thebes of
Paris. that famous c1airvovante whose
salons ri\'aled those of highest of
French society. The SUII is disposed to
take a benignant view of the claims of
Madame Thebes. If she deceived oth-
ers, she deceived herself still more. She
believed in her own claims. She did but
try to satisfy a public demand for the
pseudo-occult that remains unchecked by
intelligence and education.
Let us admit that l\1adame Thebes

made her chief appeal t superstition.
Digi ized by ooglc
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does not wish think tht'

the
creeds others
with devotion one's own. the
nation or the institution that believes

to be in exclusive of the
of God must needs it as
to communicate to rest of
the truth that has been conh

to it and, that we can
wonder when other nations re-
to to tries

fire
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III

sent this3d

teeth.
in place of another
wasn't quite right.

knew man that has lost his arm. but he
another one. Yes, be bas two

now.

Tn

very similar to the one I had
pinch myself sometimes to see

real, and But it doesn't
hurt so much as when I the

internal seem COil'
the same as I

move somewhat more freely. is one
thing. I have never seen anyone bleed.

On December
message:
My

me in while
them at first.
like n fellc'"
is a hot eli·

,,"hat
to. It's just like that m3Y
mind to wear his own clothes
but will soon be dressing

He allowed haw
here until he got ae,clil,nalti.,ed.

When Sir Oliver asked if there wen
men and women in the the
medium said that Ravm,ond

contains the sub-
Survival of

London
his

knew
ture, but two or three after he
the message about he received the
ture.
A

RAYMOKD.
the

A matter-of-fact 'H,.'mmt
cations with his
contained in Sir Oliver
book. : or. Li
in which scientist

messages from son de-
""r'ihin" in minutest details l'onditions

world-even he
the has. and how

ness into their fatal con-
That left tl'

own initiative of him
self as in the hands of the Potter.
and that the circle of

materialism he the Potter
the of himself.
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God.

in one life may
details in the
which

in-
it

in the searches
"seditious"

been more to
COll1p;ared the poetry

or
with

as are
" ..:.:1: ..... of th()ug:ht.
not be called
"effeminate" :

of

the

and

com-
porinlNI from the
To THE EDIToR-Sir:

to a full
of
say

TAGORE'S PHILOSOPHY-A

these
ordi-

as such
who have had

In

and
the ecstatic utterances of a man
shoulders in love. The
"Gita" is the exhortation

his as
"sllddlenlly in the

his
translated for

a

with
tail ,vas and
In "automatic on December

Ra.ynlol1ld sent this message:
tell mother she has her son with
on Christmas There will

thousaTlds and thousands us back in
the homes on that but the horrid part

that so many of fellows don't gel
welcomed. Please keep a place for me.

were able to manufacture what looked a
cigar.
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States

the Presi-
all races, all na-

relationship to each
us to understand

a note to the nations to
There must

into human
would be safe forever in

the
bound in

shoes, entitled "A
I also recall that in a

fanatic slashed masterpiece as a pro-
test against forms of art. In an

This
sent

this
have been a

In the meantime let .us
the Pr'es:id€:nt will read the Nautilus.
And Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

TOLSTOY.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox could
It seems too bad that the future of

the States should be i111}>eriled
a treacherous Dr.
members the
was "The

too.
President

planets
nations,
and the
He

if the mind of the man retained
of this message in his transit

it seems, is a
hitherto unknown
to soar into renown

of Dr.
and
to do

In the winter 191
I entered the

found tbe cornn,mv
Ella Wheeler
wereand I stood near
look on the impression m<:ss;agl:S
swen. at the close the marvelous

awoke instantly, conscious
arose and wrote down the question

in my Bible, and have for

these
we "the

consciousness" when
Dr. Seton goes on to inflame our

ambitions a narration of her own ex-
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of .. .. :+ .."
DUNGAN.
1916.

imitation of it,
that the

for
used for

scientists who
pyJrannid and treated it as

wClnc'lerful scientific

that
Lord in
and a
Lord,

And if such men as HerscheJl and
Proctor and Rawlinson treated the Great

scientific it

and
,/U"llaIU, a French scientist who was with
N.lpollec)n in men
have believed was as
much the work of as the
books of the Bible that were written cen-
turies it was and so Jelrel1niaJl

for he wrote while
men, "which

wonders in the land
," and Isaiah

there be an altar
midst of the land of
at the border thereof

and
were built
first and
such purpose
such.
And a great

it is a in stone,
and "'....uuj!;u built more than years

shows that its builders knew the
spllericilty of the distance from
the sun, its and the

of and many
other matters of science that the human
races at had no of for
many after its
In another sentence

ent : "Such are of man;
attraction but
the oldest buildirlg
no of in-

and structure it
as as the hills.

If or anyone interested in kno\\ring
what that vastest man-made structure on
earth meant, who built it and it was

there are books
on the

song

In that treatment of the Great pyra-
mid of Gizeh seems assume cor-
rect the somewhat common belief that
was built as a a vast tomb
for the "it is and was

a was "a
of ,"-"iCU"'''.'' Your letter writer
has access to the libraries of
a few hours will show that while the
three dozen other all built
aJter the the Great

ism.

must be
and [ believe it a
we are everywhere singing
and
If father had lived

am sure would have diedthe outbreak of ,
could
lived. When such hurricane
nations even a voice like m}'
not have been heard.

It is a relief to hear a note of
\\' ar is born. not from the
statesmen, but from the heart of a
that has lost its ideals and that has

a commercialized material-

these manifestations of hy:ste:ric;al
saw evidence the
kind. Therefore'\
war should be
of the
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which was foundeu
three well-defineu

The
at Kew York on the 17th

viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of

without distinction race, caste, or color.
Second-To promote the other Eastern

relllgl(mS, phillosiopihies, and the ;111:,,,,,-t,,,,,.,,,

laws of Nature and the

gate it.

powers
The therefore with no creed or

to enforce or its motto THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in ranks and work are to be found

of all as well as those who none whatever. Ko
restriction is members save that of to its one funda-
mental priinc.iple--Urni'vel"sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a to be held
respolnslbJe for the of its who all have a hold their
own views and to receive for them from the
which in turn should show for the views of others. This tolerll,tion

is asked from all as a since it believed that
intolerallcc foes to human"

branches of
do]gmatism wherever
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A
;\ correspondent, belonging evidently

to the ranks of the theosophically ortho-
dox, asks why we publish reports of spir-
itist phenomena such as thosc recently
recorded by Sir Oliver Lodge in connec-
tion with the death in France of his son
Raymond. It would be bctter, he says, to
confine ourselves to a prescntation of
thc thcosophical philosophy and to allow
these "side issues" to take care of them-
selves. The question was doubtless in-
spired by the publication in our last issue
of all account of Sir Oliver's new book,
in which he recounts the CI'ellts that fol-
lowed his great loss. This account
accompanied with a cOlllment that ap-
peared in the New York Times, and it is
to be feared that we have now sinned
again, since the presellt issue contains
another review of the sallie book which
has found space in the columns of the
Springfield Republicall.
Explanation and defense arc alike easy,

although both are superfluous. The third
object of the Theosophical Society, as
framed bv H. r. B1avatskv, was "to in-
vestigate 'unexplained laws 'of :\ature and
the psychic powers latcnt in man." How,
then, can any Theosophist who accepts
that third object rcmain indifferent to
phenomena that arc unquestionably genu-
ine--quite apart from their cxplanation-
and that have arrested the attention of
students throughout the world? It is true
that the third object is in no sense an
obligation. It is entirely optional, and it

may be regarded with indifference by
those who are so inclined. I\one the less
there are very few who do so regard it,
and the incident thus comes well within
the legitimate sphere of theosophical in-
quiry.
But upon quite broader grounds than

these we may reasonably believe that the
duty of the Theosophist is in no way con·
fined to a "presentation of the theo·
sophical philosophy" in the sense in
which that phrase is used by our corre·
spondent. Such at least was not the
practice of H. P. Blavatsky, if we may
base our opinion upon the magazines that
she edited, and upon the innumerable
acti vi ties that she pursued and recolll-
mended. For there seemed to be no topic
involving human happiness and well-
being that she allowed to remain beyond
the reach of her touch. Certainly she
ne\'(:r confined herself to a "presentation
of the theosophical philosopl1Y." On the
contrary she was tireless in showing how
that philosophy should be applied, and the
cfiects oi its application upon society.
Docs anyone suppose that she would
have allowed this particular incident to
pass without her illuminating comment?
Did she not comment upon similar occur·
rences in a hundred different places in
the effort to show the laws upon which
thev were based and the delusions that
the)' engendered? One of the most scath-
ing articles that e\'er issued from her
pen was an attack upon eugenism as ex-
pounded disgustingly by,Mr. Gra 1t Allen.

Digi Ized by \...:Ioog C
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A
:\ correspondent, bclonging cvidently

to the ranks of the theosophically ortho-
dox, asks why we publish rcports of spir-
itist phenomena such as those reccntly
recorded by Sir Oliver Lodge in connec-
tion with the death in France of his son
Raymond. It would be better, he says, to
confine ourselves to a presentation of
the theosophical philosophy and to allow
these "side issues" to take care of them-
selves. The question was douhtless in-
spired by the puhlication in our last issue
of an account of Sir Oliver's new hook.
in which he recounts thc e,'cnts that fol-
lowed his great loss. This account was
accompanied with a comment that ap-
pcared in the Kew York Times, and it is
to be feared that we have now sinned
again. since the present issue contains
another review of the same book which
has found space in the columns of the
Spr\ngfield Republican,
Explanation and defense arc alikc easy.

although both are superfluous, The third
object of the Theosophical Society, as
framed by H. P. Blavatskv. was "to in-
'itS\'lga\e unexplained laws 'of Xature and
the psychic pO\'lrers latent in man." How.

call allY Theosophist who accepts
that third object remain indifferent to
pht'J/olll:na that arc 1IlJr/lIcstionahly gellll-
lnt-qUlte apart frorn their cxplanatioll-
and that have arrested the attention of

throughout the world? It is trlle
that the third.object is in no sense an
Q"'ig,7tion, It JS entirely optional, and it

may be regarded with indifference by
those who are so inclined. :\one the less
there are very few who do so regard it,
and the incident thus comes well within
the legitimate sphere of theosophical in-
quiry.
But upon quite broader grounds than

these we may reasonably believe that the
duty of the Theosophist is in no way con-
fined to a "presentation of the theo·
sophical philosophy" in the sense ill
which that phrase is used by our corre·
spondent. Such at least was not the
practice of H. P. Blavatsky, if we may
base our opinion upon the magazines that
she edited. and upon the innumerable
activities that she pursued and recom-
mended. For there sl'cmed to be no topic
involving human happiness and well-
being that she allowed to remain beyond
the reach of her touch. Ccrtainly she
never confined herself to a "presentation
of the theosophical philosophy." On the
contrary she was tireless in showing how
that philosophy should he applied, and the
effects of its application upon society.
Docs any onc suppose that she would
have allowed this particular incident to
pass without hcr illuminating comment?
Did she not comment upon similar occur-
rences in a hundred different places in
the effort to show the laws upon which
they were hasc<1 and the delusions that
the)' cngendered? One of thc most scath-
ing articles that ever issued from her
pen was an attack upon eugenism as ex-
pOllnded disgustingly bC'Mr. (-;rant Allen.Digi ized by ooglc
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when

disturbed

real self wiJI see it
or rather he wiJI be united

and feel himself
such as

Xow whosoever beholds 1Il1USI:U,

the
or heaven." "In

''I'll go
nal/t.

beholds
such a
with a
have become
Indeed we

himself."
of

port as
what at the

did not
himself?

the intent of that in-
of the which forbids

communication of their secret to the
initiated. Since it not
it was forbidden the divine -
net it had not been

it himself.
of and of

liberation
a life that

in a of the soul
all that exists to the isola-

broken. and we
any unrest

remain in
•. .... . have
forth from our

there shall come a
the vision will be un-

to

FROM PLOTIXUS.
if

so association with
world-soul revert
to an existence.
have done this for some time. and

have deserted the world-soul and
themselves from her

and

readers may remember
ULav'Cltskv· to the UI1-

lower mind.
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heaven lie

procure to

is more
more

---

assisted in the
of nature, and in far di-
was associated with these

was a fellow-worker the
Underhill.

it the fairer

For
For

For
And

The sin I
\Vas the

an illustrious
nMl;"rpp Qu:ickiens the

nature, a belief in
mav enhance the of

present life' and rev-
erence with which the deathless princ:iple
IS

of sympa-
have seen,
imitative
of wind and sun-
and of similar natu-

is
for he misses
best exercise for

heart and
A deliberate aside of an hour

each for may open the
to a fullness in the of life

such as has never before

Christ gave his command to
secret : "Enter into .,
said he, "and when thou hast shut the

pray Father which is in se-
cret.

American habit continuous
in company with results

lonesomeness and of wasteful

night.

man of
I

thy
The

ordained;
What is man
And the son

This was said, not
turer had roused the
the he,wens,

LET US TRY
(From the
:\ot

better in
not

restlessness
in life. pos-

valuahle!' Certain
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son. Some-
the sitter. sometimes
sometimes another
or a friend.

Oliver that has been
in communication with his

are delivered
Leonard. whose control

Feda, Another
who, while on
that he had lived

take and
take part of the poet,
as

qu,estiolllS and answers folrIo'we,d.
not noted

however, referred
rail as one who could \-AV""U

sage to (
the the scholar, F.
\V. Sir Oliver, on l"1'l"'p;vinlY
news of consulted ::\lrs. Ver-
rail, who the as
reference to Horace's account in sec-

and third books of the Odes of
tree in his

he heard of his son's death. He believes,
that he had received
the well known American

an intimation that
This

in an
found that he

which he had been
After seven holes he

withdrew from the game. next

Is the where he for the
What recks such if the bowers
Which bloom and fade like meadow

"RAYMOND.

bunch of fragnmt
Or the stars

Thot! meetest
And !

seek'st
He hides in
Thou askest
He is the essence that inquir·es.
He is the axis of the star.
He is the the
He is the every creature.
He is the of
And his mind the
Than all it holds more

THE ETERNAL PAN.
Onward and onward, the

the
• ><"'-01." never in one
But forever doth escape,
Like wax in flame into new

and
of his
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which
enor-
has
like

learned all that
the

even of
the most
before he

his death.

be when favorite
cock on Sir Oliver's estate has
the message to come from
R;llirllond contains a that some
person or animal should be a
estal.'· Oliver that this

may rcceivcd thc idea
the invcs-

of the matc-
There

of the conscious
mind of the medium. who is

sOlmethi,nll that the bereaved par-
will wish to hear.

The first of the book will be
most reader. Here is a

collection written
from the some
the from Sir Oliver
In thcse written to

brothers there
dence of affection and character

home us once more
mous loss which the >;"'5""'"

the deaths of officers
are

humorous in the I1po'·,. ..._

in trenches.
himself

relatives at
in the
of this

one another we
has so much to do

search for evidences of the sur-
In the last

Sir sets forth
for his convictions of the SUIDreinUlCY

mind over matter, and his in the
sllrvival of and affection. One
can not evi-
dence here as much value in

Sir Oliver's contention
cOlltillllity, but the reader
eager to make the

and

can
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THE TWO
tVhat is the differellcc bet;('ecll the

Higher alld tlte Lo'i.('t'Y Millds alld Ito;,'
did that difFerellcc origillate?
There is no difference between the

Higher and the Lower l\Iinds. They are
identical. The difference is in the suh-
stancc or quality of the mcdia through
which they manifcst. Consciousness is
the samc whether it be in
the mincral or the hrain of the sagc.
The universe in its e\'cry department is
consciousness that docs not change,
shining through infinitc forms of matter
that do change.
Take an analogy. five miles above

the surface of the earth wc may suppose
that the sunlight is pure and unsullied.
Rut as it passes onwar ,'l0ro ,I· arth it

Digi Ized-by

i\TL\i'\TIS.
The article on "Atlantis," by Professor

Garrett P. Serviss, reprinted upon an-
other page of this issue, is an example
of the tenacity with which the scientific
expositor will cling to a theory in the
face of disproving facts. Professor Ser-
viss says: "Every fact gathered by
science concerning early man consistently
and persistently testifies that the further
we go back the lower was his condition.
the more beast like his form. and the more
animal-like his intelligence."
And yet a few lines further on we find

the professor saying of the prehistoric
invaders of the vallevs of the Pvrenees
and of southwestern' france "the
facial types and the size and shape of the
Skulls show an almost start ling resem-
blance to those of today." Which of the
two statements is correct? Obviously
they can not both be true.
There arc. of course. many evidence!>

Vol. II. No. S. FRANCISCO, February 3, 1917. Price Five CentIS

THE BL\\'ATSKY LODGE. high civilization in the past and of
The llIavatsky Lodge has now moved the dark ages that preceded and fol-

to its new quarters on the third floor of lowed the111. The mysterious ruins that
the Cordes-Rochat Building, 126 Post are found in every part of the world, the
Street, San Francisco. The meeting- relics that ha\'e been found in Crete and
r00111 is commodious alHlcom fortable and the Colli Desert. in South Africa. and in
there is also a large room that will be many parts of America, all tend to
used as a librarv and two smaller rooms prove the truth of the cyclic theory of
that will be to some appropriate human advance. they all tend to show
purpose. Who can doubt that the change that civilization and savagery existed
is a prelude to wider activities and an side by side ages ago just as they do to-
extended usefulness? day. fifty years ago the story of At-

lantis was laughed at as a dream. To-
day it is accepted as true by science.
Tomorrow-who knows ?-we may have
proofs of its superior civilization.

•
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wise

sil/l-
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bill Illc ,·11-
Ille scat ami

c/;:,,:/I:;/IIIOII."-C. .\1 ..

ticulars
encounter
scientific knovdedl;e.
lantis a land bri,IIiiant
tion and art
Greece.
He tells of

its
earth.
Plato's Atlantis was a kind of SOJ)I1IS11-

cated Eden. science has been unable
to find anv indications of a
man's . when he was
suited to inhabit any kind
a savage
The trelnel1ldOl<IS e:lt:l5:tronhp

ancient

of

which

well

more
understand.
itual values,

a no
technical excellences.

it thus:
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of seances
forth from Professor

with the
the witnesses. "These "

"have been much talked
were witnessed

prc,fessor of physIOlogy
Medicine
who

for the purpose of studviin2"

ami is
hOllse. This room

entrance door.

occur-
occurrences

Riehet and
General

In

GHOST OF
From the New

the first the news of the
rences at is
which imluc:ed Professor
Delanne to visit the
:\oel to the
the second the affi,davit
chitect of the Carmen
to show III
had taken
cluced to
not be materialization
former coachman of General

of

one
hand,
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B.B.on

the
its

very
from a trap

He seemed me to be
he was -dad in white

had like
at the waist.

the table and
so to

cuna,,,. which
cuna,UI, as I have

the
in order
would

which in
lence.
"It to me that this

enee was de<:isive, for the luminous
which formed the which

into a and

to
had strange.
I could not say

one mo-
it seemed about tl:'
as if unable to support itself. Then

it went toward the of the cur
tain.

beside the me·

ap-
Richet.

o
movement of
at X on the

curtain between the
sat the curtain.
in order to look over the
as were, a white lumi-
over the Then

fraud PO:;sillle.
out, must consist

ph'lnt'om the medium
that it was

un-

which
dium.
"I shall
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FRANKLIN'S EPITAPH.

c1ac. Either the
an actual

or the white
IS a phen,omlenon of nature of
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THE XEW SPIRITUALISM.
It has been easy to foresee that psy-

chical research, made respectable by
science, would culminate in a revival of
spiritualism. We are, indeed, actually
witnessing such a revival at the present
time. It is not the spiritualism of twenty
years ago with its cheap and tawdry
phenomena, its sensationalisms. and its
cre<1ulities. It is a new kind of spiritual-
ism, rationalized, humanized, pruned of
many of its absurdities, appealing to the
intelligence and the sympathies rather
than to the senses. and therefore, pcr-
haps. more insidious and more danger-
ous. And the diffintlty of the situation is
increased by the readiness with which
responsible newspapers lend their col-
umns to its promulgation and the willing-
ness of the public to stop. look, and
listen.
The new movement may be said to

have begun with "Letters of a Li"ing
Dead )'!an," which was followed by
"\Var Letters of a Living Dead Man."
Then came the "Patience \Vorth" COIll-
munications, and now we have a ncw
book by Sir Oliver Lodge dealing with
the supposed comlllunications from his
son. who was recently killed in France.
At the moment of writing our attentiLln
is drawn to a novel said to have been
mediumistically dictated by lVlark Twain
since his death, and some comments up-
on this volume from the skilled pen of

the editor of the St. Louis Mirror will
be found elsewhere in this issue.
Xow there seems to be a right and a

wrong way to meet this recrudescence
of spiritualism. The wrong, and per··
haps the more usual, way among Theoso-
phists is tinctured with a certain Brah-
minical omniscience and arrogance, and
it docs morc harm than good. It pre-
tends to be bascd on the explanations of
thesc phenomcna that were put forward
by H. P. B1avatsky, who, by the way,
never claimed to be omniscient and who
was certainly never arrogant. It would
he hard to have too much respect for
e,'en the lightcst opinion of H. P. 81a-
vatsky. but we may none the less remcm-
ber with advantage that she did no more
than elucidatc the general principlcs upon
which these phenomcna are based and
that shc never claimed for her explana-
tions that they were inclusive or final.
Xo one knew better than she the impos-
sibility of defining or classifying the lives
on the unSt'en planes of nature by a few
aphorisms or within the scope of a
magazine article. She was dealing with
the phenomena of her day and she was
satisfied with a broad indication of the
nature of force'S that were then in evi-
dt'nn' and that were likeh' to he mis-
understood and misinte;preted. :\ 0
worse service cou\(\ he done to theo-
sophical wisdom than hy airy references
to "elementals" or "elemcntaries" in
elucidation of occurre lGeS tha are not

Digi ized by oog C
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DREAMS.
Dr. Israel Bram of Philadelphia ad-

vances for us a new theory of dreams,
and it need hardly be said that it is
whol1y unlike all othcr theories. Mem-
ories, says Dr. Bram, sink into the sub-
consciousness and are rctained there
"even to the most insignificant details."
During the waking state they are herded,
so to speak, and kept within bounds by
the reasoning will, which summons forth
the memories that it needs and repels all
others. But during slccp the reasoning
will is withdrawn. Thc door of the suO:
consciousness is thrown wide open and
the prisoned memories rush forth cha-
otically. Thus we oflen drcam of insig-
nificances to the exclusion of impor-
tances, .and trivialities become blended
into composite absurdities.
It may be concedcd that Dr. Bram's

theory has at least one esscntial of mod-
ern pseudo-scientific speculation. The
element of chaos, anarchy. or chance is
well to the fore. It is the shibboleth of
orthodoxy, the hallmark of materialism.
Every domain of nature in which law,
regularity, and intention have not yet
been detected or identified is at once al-
lotted to chance, whether it be the ap-
pearance of life upon the earth or the
number of electrons in the atom. De-
throning God, we deify the dicebox.
\Ve should like to have Dr. Bram's

opinion as to the value of the subcon-
sciousness with its menagerie of memo-

ries thus struggling ceaselessly to escape.
Or ha3 it any value? . Perhaps it is like
the appendix, obsolete and mischievous,
and ought to be excised. Why does it
store these memories "even to the most
infinitesimal details"? Lacking some in-
tel1igihle theory, it seems rather like col-
lecting postage stamps, although postage
stamps do not try to escape, nor hustle
each other in the effort to fly from the
album.
We should also like to have Dr.

Bram's explantion of the dreams that are
not trivial, of the dreams that are in-
structive, prophetic, or inspired. Or
would he deny that there are such
dreams on the simple and popular plan
of shaping thc evidence to fit the theory,
rather than adapting the theory to fit
the evidencc?
But a theory more or less matters

little. Pcrhaps we may cvcn congratu-
late ourselves that dreams should be al-
lowed to enter the domain of scientific
discussion.

NO DOGMAS HERE.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found

a reprint of an article contributed by
Albert Ernest Stafford to the Toronto
Sunday Globe. There may be some The-
osophists who will not agrcc with every-
thing that Mr. Stafford says, but they
will none the less read with interest the
opinions of onc who is not only a schol-
arly expositor, oGC<JS tel' of
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SAUL AMONG THE PROPHETS.
Dr. Bixley, whose suggestions on the

etheric nature of the soul will be found
elsewhere in this issue, bases his theory
on the now known fact that there is no
such thing as solid matter, that the atoms
of the brain are separated from one an-
other by distances that are vast in com-
parison with the size of the atoms them-
selves, and that the electrons within the
atom are comparable with the planets
within the solar system_ May there not,
he asks, be a psychic etheric organism
within these inter-atomic and inter-elec-
tronic spaces, and may it not "both sur-
vive and build up for itself a new
physical body," betaking itself to some
other environment, "where a fuller de-
velopment and happier existence might
be its destiny"?
Certainly it may be so. Indeed it is so.

The process is called reincarnation by
Theosophists, but the new physical body
does not necessarily imply a "happier ex-
istence." It may be quite the contrary.
It depends.
And now a word about Dr. Bixby's

concluding remarks. He says that such
a theory as this "is rapidly commending
itself to many of our leading thinkers as
well as to intelligent Christian believers."
That, of course, is good news, but it will
be interesting to watch the method
chosen by "intelligent Christian believ-
ers" to express their acceptance of re-
incarnation. They have ignored it. They

have derided it. Are we about to hear
them say that they have always known
it?

"RAYMOND."
The publication of Sir Oliver Lodge's

record of supposed communications with
his son Raymond, who was recently
killed "somewhere in France," has been
received with a chorus of comment by
the press of America and England.
Most of the comment is favorable, some
of it is critical, and here and there we
find a note of condemnation.
But we are surprised, not so much by

the volume of comment, as by the fact
that there should be any comment at all.
Ten years ago such a book would have
been wholly and utterly ignored. It
would have been considered as the mark
of mental aberration, and we should
have been lost in silent wonder that so
wise a man should be so' foolish. But
no such attitude is discernible today.
There is not a trace of it. Sir Oliver's
revelations are gravely discussed by con-
servative and conventional newspapers
as though they related to a discovery in
physics. The frontiers of orthodoxy
have evidently been extended.
Actually, of course, no new thing has

happened, and no new thing has come
to light. It is not the facts that have
changed at all, only our attitude toward
the facts. The phenomena described by
Sir Oliver Lodge have been described a
hundred times before, and bv observers

GC
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PRA FOR PEI\CE.
An association of pastors has issued an

appeal for a day of prayer "to supplicate
to avert war hy the United Staks."

.\S all of these pastors belong. or be-
longed, to one alone of the belligerent
nations we may reasonably wonder as to
the right division of their activities he-
tween piety and partisanship.
Since the war was hegun by human be-

ings. since all war must always he begun
by human beings. there "cell1s no good
reason why (;od should he cxpl'cted
either to end them or to prevent tlll'llI.
Let men end and pre\'ent their own wars.
\Vhy should the superlJtlIll;m he invoked
to remedy the misdeeds or the mistakes
of the human. Is there not something
infamous in our deliberate creation of
causes and our pitiful hleatings to Deity
to be saved from the effects? \Vhat
should we think of the 1I1an who prefaced
an alcoholic debauch by an appeal to Cod
to be saved fro1l1 its natural results?
:\n<1 what a universe of int,)lerahle an-
archy this would he if our appeals to (;od
were actually effective in securing- a di-
vorce between cause and their results. if
fire sometimes burned and soml'l imcs did
not. if the operation of natural law be-
callie fitful. spasmodic, not to be for\'-
seen.
]f there should be war it wii! be j'l'-

cause human actions han' render,·<! \rar
inevitable. I f there should he ]lean' it
will be due also to hUlllan actions. and t.l

nothing else. Surely it is unhecoming
to dread a futurc that is so wholly with-
in our control. Surely it is still more
unbecoming to petition Deity to change
the law and order of the uniyerse in or-
der that we may escape the result of
actiuns performcd in the full light of
free will.
But such arc the results of a theology

that has created a gulf between the natu-
ral and the sUJlernatural and that has
thcn sought to bri(lgc that gulf with its
crecds. its formulas, and its incantations.
It is a thcology indistinguishahle from
that of the savage whu attrihutes disease
or misfortune to some IUI'king" gocl who
111ust be propitiated with gi fts and sac-
rifices. and who can he hrihed and ca-
joled into bcneyoknccs. There is no cs-
scntial dilYerence hl'twcen thc scourge of
war and the discomforts of a headache.
Both arc due to natural law, both are the
results of human aetiun. Their remedy
is to be found in an a\'uidance of caus,'s,
just as the rcmedy fur ako;llllism is to he
fOl11HI in an a\'oidance of alrnhol. and not
in praycr. or for prison., in the al'oidance
of crime and not in prayn. or for PO\'-
erty in the avoidance of extraY:lgance
and luxury and nol in prayer. To pray
for safdl' from what \H' call the inani-
mate for;'<'s of nature. frum tlood. hurri·
canc. '·:Irthquakc. is at k:\"t il1l\'lIigihlc.
To for I\'i"dolll in our choice of
action i" at kast tolerahle. ;t1though it
secllls to I'l' unal'ailing'CBnt tolpray for
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Dr. A. C. lacohson of Brooklvn has
malle a and he haskns' to tell
us about it. He has been pundering on
the nature of genius, and even though we
may be critical of his conclusions at least
he spares us the fatuity either of a denial
of the reality of genius or its definition as
"an infinite capacity for taking pains."
Dr. Jacobson is struck hy a similarity

between genius and trance mediumship,
and it may be said that he assumes the
reality of trance mediumship without any
apology for some half-century of con-
temptuous scientific neglect. But if there
is a marked similarity there is abo a
marked dissimilarity. The medium dis-
plays an inferior and irresponsihle con-
sciousness, the genius a consciousness
that is superior and creative.
The similarity, it seems to Dr. Jacou-

son. is therefore one of cause rather than
of effect. In each case there is an in-
vasion of the normal mind by a con-
sciousness that is ordinarily outside of
that mind, and that may be either inferior
or superior to it. In the iormer case we
speak of genius, in the latter case
of l11ediumship. The genius seems to
have the power to inhibit or remove what
we may caU the upper frontiers of the
mind, and so to enahle a higher con-
sciousness to descend into the hrain. In
the case of the medium it is the hl\ver
frontier of the mind that is thus in-
hihited, and usuaUy involuntarily, the in-
\'ader being of an inferior order.

The theory is a good one, indeed a
very goml one, hecause. with some
resen·ations. it happens to be true. But
why clutter up its presentation with so
much psychological j argon about the
suhconscious and the subliminal? Why
commit the verbal crime of giving
the name of subconsciousness to some-
thing that is avowedly supaconscious,
something that is above, and not below,
the normal mind? Indeed, why should
we use such stupid terms at aU, seeing
that both genius and mediumship,
whether latent or manifest, are ohvioush'
states of consciousness, and how can an)'
state oi consciousness he either ahove or
below, super or sub, consciousness? I\ow
consciousness may be aboye or below the
brain mind, above or helow normality,
but habitually to speak oi a conscious-
ness that is above consciousness, or be-
low consciousness, is one of those ab-
surdities at which we can only marvel.
Dr. Jacobson's theories might be still

further simplified. Doubtless he Sllp-
poscs that he called them forth, pahaps
from his own subconsciousness. He is
mistaken. Ther are as olll as humanity.
His two of allllonnal
ness have been known from time innnc-
morial as the II ig'her Seli and the Lowcr,
or Elemental, Self. The mind of man,
like Mahomet's cortin, is suspended he-
tween the two, uetwecn heaven and hell.
The frontier that bars its union with the
Higher Self is the sense of egutism. of
separateness. in uther words selfishness.
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INTUITION.
The January issue of the Hibbert Jol/r-

IIl/l. a weighty publication devoted to re-
ligion, theology, and philosophy, contains
an article by Mr. H. Wildon Carr in de-
fense of Bergson against the criticisms
of Mr. Gustavus \Vatts Cunningham.
The criticism was directed mainly against
Bergson's claim that intuition must be
the distinctive method of philosophy, in-
asmuch as the intellect alone can not he
expected to know what is more and
greater than the intellect. In defense of
this position, and as sustaining the
validity of an appeal to the intuition,
:\Ir. Carr says: "Some two or three
years ago, when Sir j. J. Thomson
demonstrated the existence of an atom
with an atomic weight till then unknown
to chemist or physicist. it was pointed out
to him by a prominent Theosophist that
his discovery had already been fore-
stalled, that an atom corresponding ex-
actlv to that which he had discovered had

proved to exist hy methods quite
different from the crude materialistic ex-
periments made in his laboratorv. It wa.,
quite true." •
\Vith the dispute so far as it wages

around Professor Bergson we need not
concern ourselves except to wonder that
anyone should be found to cavil at his
contention that the intellect can not tran-
scend itself. But it is not a little remark-
able that the Hibbert Jol/mol should ad-
mit to the ponderous respectabilities of

its pages an appeal to theosophical re-
search and the results obtained thereby in
the field of physical discovery. Certainly
such an occurrence would have been im-
possible ten years ago, which goes to
show that the world docs, after all. movc.

•
TAGORE.

Some of our readers seem to be dis-
tressed by the publication in the Olli/ook
of Paul Elmer criticism of Ta-
gore. Mr. More, it will be remembered.
said that Tagore was "nice" and "pretty,"
but that he failed to find any rcsem-
blance between his philosophy and that
of the Gita. Mr. :More's article was re-
printed in the Glltlook not so much be-
cause of his opiuion of Tagore as be-
cause he had selected the Gita as typical
of the highest expression of the philo-
sophical thought of India.
At the same time we may confess to a

certain disappointment with Tagore, not
because he did so little, but hecause he
might have done so much more. He had
the car, one might say the rapt atten-
tion. of the whole Euglish-speaking
world, eager for some definite presenta-
tion of Oriental wisdom, for some strong
buld nole of guidance and leadership.
There was nothing of the kind. \vith-
Ollt vcnturing upon those swceping gen-
eralizations that are always leaky it may
be said that Tagore has rareiy said or
written anything that would provoke the
remonstrance of the CC'oogorc that ..
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WAR.
Thcre is nothing to he afraid of. noth·

ing to dcplore. in the torrent of devasta·
tion that is passing over the worlel and
that threatens to hring the human race
momcntarily uneler the dominion of the
,word. On thc contrary we shoulll con-
sider ourselves fortuuate that Karma
permits us to witncss the reconstruction
of the human race. and to aid in that
work so far as our strcngth and our in-
tclligence will permit. It is strange that
those who are so quick to see the work-
ings of a rcmcdial spiritual law in the
calamities that hefall the indiviuual
,hould he so slow to sec the same
remedial spiritual law when calamity
ovcrwhelms us in the agJ:'regate. It is
still more strange that there should hc so
manv to confuse causes with effccts. and
to enlist all their energ-ies in the ah-
stract cause of peaee while remaining
relativcly indifferent \" fundamcntal
cunditions that make wars inev:tahle. It
would be so much better to make diseasc
impossible than blinelly to protest aKain"t
tht' administration of rcmeuics.
That war is thc remedY. and not the

disease. should he evident
froll! even the most cursory study of
hIstory. For which of the great wars oj
the world would we willingly sce oh..
Ilterated from the story uf the nations;-
Would we dispense w'ith the medi<cval
wars against the Turks which swept
hack the flood of J\lohammcdan in-

vasiun? Or the wars of Gustavus
Adolfus? Or thc Pcasants' War in
(;ermany? Or the Elizahethan wars
against Spain? Or the English Revolu-
tion? Or the Frmch Revolution? Or
the American Re\'olution? Would we
wil1ingly now face a \Yorlel in which
these wars hael not heen fought? Of
course wc wuulel not. Thcy are so far
removed that we can see them in their
true perspective. always as the lesser of
twu evils. always as the rcmcdy for thc
intolerahle. always as the grim and tl'r-
ril>1c inccntive to human progrt·ss.
Perhaps never before in the history oi

the worlll have we heen so content as
now to live upon platitudes. formulas.
and happy thoughts. The peoplcs of the
world. we arc tolel. arc driven unwill-
ingly, intu war as sheep tu the slaughter.
Thl'y are nothing of the sort. There is
no power on earth that can compcl
twenty-fi\'e millions of men to do any-
thing that they do not wish to uo. On
the contrary it is the people who clamor
for war. and their rulers who try to dis-
sualle them. Read history. if only
the hi "tory of our OWII times. Ane! the
people cla'mor for war because they arc
saturated with the "peaceful" principles
of competition. rivalry. jealousy. greed.
anel hall'. There will he wars so long- as
lI'e teach our chilelrell that "elf-preserva-
tion i" the Iirst lall' of life. so long as 11'('

tl'ach them that "nature preserves the lit:'
so long- as we teach them that their OWII
nation' is more virtuous. more cnlig-ht-

G ogle
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TWO E:\EMIES.
(Reprinted hy request.)

Theosophy has two enemies in its own
household, and they arc intellectualism
and psychisl11. The history of the so-
ciety is a long record of war against
these evils, both of them evoked by the
very nature of its work and both alike
fatal to its success. But psychism is the
more direct of the two, and it would
seem also to be the more incurable.
It is perhaps inevitahle that the dawn-

ing interest of the theosophical student
should usually take the intellectual form.
It may even be right that it should do so.
since intellect is the outpost of the Soul
and its vehicle and agent. In this sense
intellectualism becomes an evil only
when the means and the end arc confused.
only wllt'n the gratification of an intel-
lectual curiosity is allowed to become the
final goal. This was the condition that
evoked from H. P. R1avatsky the mem-
orable assertion that in spite of its num-
bers and its influence the work of the
Theosophical Society had been a com-
parative failure.
And just as the Society itself was a

comparative failure because it had for-
gotten Brotherhood. so it llIay be said
that every lodge meeting' is a compara-
tive failure unless some one is therehy
propelled toward the fraternal Ii fl'.
Merely to arouse an intellectual interest.
however keen, is to huild upon the sand,

unless that interest tend to gravitate to-
ward the practical life of the altruist.
But the evil of psychislll is of a far

lIIore formidable and discouraging kind.
Intellectualism, while hy itself useless for
the higher theosophical purposes. is at
least honest. whereas psychism seems to
have a fatal propensity to produce that
kind of dishonesty that takes the form
of self-deception. Psychic development
o.ught to he pursued. so we are told, be-
cause of the added opportunities to help
others that come in its train. There are
no snch added opportunities. We have
only to ohserve within ourselves the im-
mediate results of a diversion of interest
in the direction of psychislll to know that
it paralyzes altruism. that it is the enemy
of devotion to the welfare of others, that
it strengthens the honds of self-love, that
it destroys the spiritual Ii fl'. Psych ism
inevitahly means a conct'ntration of in-
terest on the personality. an increased at-
tention to the changes and fluciuations of
the lower nature and its vehicles.
Equally inevitahly it produces self-love,
a sense of superiority. and the inner at-
titude of a teacher without an)' of the
knowledge of a teacher. Whereas a gen-
uine occultism insists that its devotees
shall think of and of their
dt'\'c1opment not at all. an imperious psy-
chism demands that all thought. all at-
tention, all activity. shall he focused up-
on itself. It is the antithesis of occult-

Digi ized byCoogIc
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faith in the SU1pet'naitural and mirac- it
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of stone they
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he who
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you,
dear;

ear:

and she;
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Then he said: lips and breasts
out breath.

there no voice. no language of death?

his lamp and took the key
turned and she.

He and she; hut she would not speak.
he kissed, in the old place, the quiet
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"A COMPARATIVE FAILURE."
From some of the incidents in the his-

tory of the Theosophical Society we can
learn almost as much as from the philoso-
phy itself. One such period occurred at
a time. now many years ago, when Theo-
sophical teachings seemed to be exercis-
ing a peculiar fascination upon the mind
of the day, when Theosophy, in fact, was
becoming popular. News of the society
was eagerly sought by the journals of
the day. Presentations of Theosophical
teachings were in demand both upon the
lecture platform and in the press. Theo-
sophical lodges all over the world were
flourishing, and the more. short-sighted
among their members were satisfied that
the fight had been won and that their
cause was secure in the growing interest
of humanity. And it was just at this
time that H. P. B. expressed her sorrow
that her work had so far been a failure.
and that there must be some radical ef-
fort to redeem the Society from a mis-
take all the more dangerous because it
was so deceptive. The nature of that
special effort need not be indicated here.
since very few sincere workers remained
outside the field of its benefits.
H. P. B. left us in no doubt of her

meaniilg when she said that her work
had been a comparative failure. Indeed.
she explained that meaning with her
usual vigor. She had created the Soci-
ety to do a specific work. and that work
had not been done. She had labored to

fashion the nucleus of a Universal
Brotherhood of Humanity, and the only
response had heen an intellectual move-
ment that had indeed aroused curiosity
and inquiry. hut that had little practical
bearing upon the moral growth of the
world. The practical and personal ohli-
gations of fraternity· were almost wholly
unrecognized. even by those who were
loudest in their demands for teaching and
advancement. And brotherhood was the
one thing for which H. P. B. cared.
Never had she written a line or spoken a
word that were not intended as an argu-
ment for human fraternity and an incite-
ment to its practice. No other motive
underlay her enormous efforts or inspired
her unresting devotion to the Society.
And those for whom she had done so
much seemed not even to be aware of
what was expected of them. of what they
had pledged themselves to perform. They
seemed to be as indifferent to the regula-
tion of their own lives as they were oh-
livious to the wider work of human
amelioration that awaited them in vain.
No wonder H. P. B. should describe the
society as relatively a failure. that she
should he indifferent to the intellectual
curiosity of selfish people and the ambi-
tions of those who thought that they
were her followers, or that she should
adopt new measurl'S to remind us that
our duty was not to acquire, but to he-
stow, or rather to acquire by bestowing.
There are points in the progress of

every movement such as ours when it is
• DIQI ized byGooglc
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No destruction
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Nor

,Vhen woke, it was
Fierce was the my
But saw it was death to
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In torture I for the dark
And the step of friend
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\Vould to the zone
And offer life as a mark
To save my own.

Robert Haven
York Outlook.

Under our curtain of fire,
Over the clotted clods.
\Ve to be withc:re'cl. reel
And wheel
When bade us retire
F rom the odds.
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HISTORY.
Science and myth are in agreement

that there was once a great continent
where now roll the waters of the Pacific
Ocean. But the occult records. say more
than this. The say that this great con-
tinent of Lemuria was overwhelmed by
the waters because its people chose evil
rather than good, and that the hand of
:\emesis destroyed the Lemurian races
when they had definitely set their faces
against the Law of Life.
After Lemuria came Atlantis, occu-

pying what is now the bed of the At-
lantic. Plato wrote of the seven great
islands of Atlantis which lay westward
of the Pillars of Hercules, or Gibraltar.
But the seven islands were but the re-
mains of the continent itself, which had
disappeared ages before.
Atlantis, says the occult history, was

destroyed for the same causes that
brought Lemuria to her doom. Her
people practiced cruelty. They enslaved
their brethren, and they used the forbid-
den arts of magic to secure their evil
ends. And after the Atlanteans came
the Aryans, our own race, thus brought
to the bar of evolution with new oppor-
tW} ities to win the right to survive and
with the tragedies of the past for in-
spiration and for guidance.
The same law that has thus operated

through the great racial cycles has been
no less activc in the smaller national
cycles. \Ve han' hut to turn the pages

of history and we see nation after nation
bom, culminating. dying. War, famine,
pestilence, flood, earthquake, and climatic
changes have brought each one to its
doom. They have climbed from weak-
ness and obscurity to the zenith of power
and then they have gone down in blood
and ruin. Persia, Babylon, Egypt,
Greece, and Rome have had their day
and ceased to be. and even in the life
story of each of these we see the lesser
cycles of war, revolution, and conquest.
And now once more humanity is shaken
to its foundations and we ask ourselves
the meaning of the tempest just as the
Lemurians and the Atlanteans asked this
same question ages ago.
Surely history is something more than

the record of material events. Surely
we can see the "one increasing purpose"
that has guided the greater and the lesser
cataclysms that have successively devas-
tated the world. For none of these cata-
clysms has come unwarned, unheralded.
Always there have been the seers and the
wise men who have discerned a moral
law that asserts itself sometimes by war,
somctimes by flood. sometimes by fire.
I f we turn only to the Christian Scrip-
tures we find those solemn warnings per-
meating the sacred writings from the
story of the "FI.ood" to the doom pro-
nounced against Jerusalem for the hard-
ness of its heart. The world of matter
is the garb of that other world of soul
and consciousness where causcs are born.
and it is the world of mailer that re-

Digi ized byGoogIc
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MEr\ AND CYCLES.
The fact that there is an intimate rela-

tion between man and the solar system
of which his world is a part needs hardly
to he stated. It belongs to the common

of daily life. Without solar
heat there could be no vitality upon the
carth. The sun and the moon are our
timekeepers, measuring off the periods
by which all human affairs are regu-
lated. The moon governs the ocean
tides, and it is the constant struggle be-
tween land and water that has succes-
sively submerged every portion of the
world's surface and returned it again fot
human habitation. Whercver there is a
drop of water. there also there must be a
tide, and the tides must ebb and flow in
the human blood just as they do in the
waters of the ocean. \Vhen we examine
the more obscure motions of the carth
in its relation to the sun we find the
explanation of the changes of seasons,
and we understand why every terrestrial
area has in turn been torrid and frigid.
Land and water change places, the sea-
sons revolve under the precession of the
equinoxes, thc cycles of day and night,
the week, the month, and the year. are
continuous, and the whole mighty
mechanism of nature is regulated. gov-
erned, and controlled hy the sun and the
moon.
Science seems now to be on the verge

of an even more intimate knowledge of
the influence upon the earth of the heav-

enly bodies. Father Ricard believes that
earthquakes are caused by the opposing
pull of the sun and the moon. Other
astronomers, equally eminent, tell us that
sun spots are responsiblc for disturb-
ances in the terrestrial magnetism, and
that these result in storms and hurri-
canes. And sun spots are cyclic and
therefore predictable. An movements of
the heavenly bodies are cyclic. An un-
varying regularity rules the universe and
an equally unvarying responsiveness
pervades the whole.
But there is no such thing as repeti-

tion in nature. Her movements are
cyclic. but they are not circular. They
are like the thread of a screw that re-
turns to its starting point. but always at
a higher level. Day follows day in re-
sponse to the revolution of the earth up-
on her axes. Year follows year in obe-
dience to the course of the earth around
the sun. But actually there is no dupli-
cation of movement. There are no two
days that are born under the same con-
ditions, no two years that are alike in
their circumstances. For the sun him-
self is in motion, and hc draws his galaxy
of planets with him into the unfathomcd
depths of space. Just as the earth de-
scribes a circle around the sun, so the
SUI1 follows his majestic course around
somc other sun, and thc vast circle oi
his progress has never been measured
nor has the centre of that circle been
.discovered. Every morning finds the
earth and all the other planets of the
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CORRESPONDENCES.
The article by Professor Garrett Ser-

viss on the correspondences between
sound. color. and form, reproduced else-
where in this issue, appears to be one of
those scientific ventures that trench very
closely on the borders of Occultism.
That there is such a correspondence is
now a matter of common knowledge, and
we need only study the facts with atten-
tion and with courage to find ourselves
on the line of discovery.
But we must. of course. unite these

facts with the states or conditions of con-
sciousness. And it is quite easy to do so.
I f we can accept the fact that a sound
suggests or invokes a color, it is still more
obvious that both sound and color pro-
duce changes in consciousness. Other-
wise we should he indifferent alike to
music and to art. Certain combinations
of sound are known as harmony. and
consciousness is instantly responsive to
them, although it would sadly puzzle our
psychologists to tell us why it should be
so. The same may be said of combina-
tions of color. Both sound and color
may raise us to spiritual heights, or cast
us into spiritual depths. and this must be
due to an actual correspondence between
etheric vibrations and states of conscious-
ness. They must be Illutually implica-
tory. There must be constant action and
interaction between them.
But we must be willing to go further

afield. and into regions where our senses

will no longer help us. If there is a
correspondence between audible sounds,
and visible colors, and normal states of
consciousness, as we all know that there
is. it becomes at once reasonable to sup-
pose that there must also be a corre-
spondence between inaudible sounds-
that is to say the vibrations that are
above the audible scale-and the abnor-
mal states of consciousness that tend to-
ward the spiritual. And here at once
we are embarked on the sea of occultism.
Science needs no more than a little
courage to build on its own foundations.
and to argue from the known to the un-
known. Doubtless it will come.

•
"PATIENCE WORTH."

A valued correspondent who is some-
what afflicted with the malady of a theo-
sophical "orthodoxy" is perturbed at the
publication in these columns of so much
information and of so many opinions in
regard to "Patience Worth." \Ve are
told that the phenomena grouped under
this head are "mere spiritualism," and
that as such they are outside the proper
scope of a magazine avowedly devoted
to the spread of the theosophical philoso-
phy.
Now with every desire to accept re-

buke and to profit by it we may confess
to an impenitence that is likely enough
to lead to a repetition of the offense. If
our correspondent will take the trouble
to remind Qf:,yro; Q'j of the
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PAIl' AND SUGGESTIOK.
Among the almost innumerable books

on mental suggestion as a therapeutic
agent we now ha\'e a little volume by
Dr. Loring W. Batten, who writes from
the standpoint of the Emmanuel Move-
ment and whose work is obviously ani-
mated by a sincere desire to alleviate
human pain. It is a commendable desire
and one that must necessarily command
the sympathy of the benevolent, and
moderate the force of a criticism that
none the less must not be allowed to be
wholly silenced. Indeed we can not
view without grave misgiving the gen-
eral promulgation of a knowledge that
can be used so effectively for evil and
that can be restrained neither by law nor
hy public opinion.
That the author knows nothing of the

occult effects of suggestion need hardly
be said. All works such as his are
purely empirical. They depend upon the
observed results of processes, into the
real nature of which there is hardly an
effort to penetrate. And the processes in
question usually involve some suspen-
sion, and often some actual inhibition. of
the free will of the patient. And that
those same processes can be used with
equal efficacy and with great secrecy to
mischievous ends is so obvious that it
hardly needs indication.
Faith, says the author. is the one su-

preme essential to success along the lines
of mental therapeutics. In other wortls

a state of strong expectation must be cre-
ated, not by the processes of intellect or
reason, but by the more or less artificial
imposition of some stamp or mold froin
the outside. It is the method by which
the state of expectation is created that is
open to criticism. Once the patient has
placed himself in the hands of the ope-
rator he permits the paralysis of his will.
He suspends his judgment and allows
himself to become mentally plastic to the
curative idea. He establishes an automa-
tism of which the immediate effects may
be beneficial, but that must leave behind
it a certain weakening of the mental fibre.
a certain destruction of the defenses of
positivity.
A state of strong expectation, says H.

P. Blavatsky in Isis Vlli'cited, will suf-
fice to remove almost any morbific con-
dition. llut this is in no sense a refer-
ence to therapeutic suggestion. The
statc of expectation must be attained by
reason. and not by the fiat of an ope-
rator. There must be no abrogation of
the will. The conviction that health will
be restored by the observancc of certain
definite although obscure mcntal laws is
by no means the same thing as a similar
conviction that the desired result will be
attained by suggestive interference from
beyond. In the one case we have a rea-
soned certainty: in the other an un-
reasoned effective credulity. In
the one case we ha ve an exercise of the
free will: in the other its inhihition.
Into the real n<lturetOf a:· I-here is

D1Ql'IZBd by U
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In to the Emmanuel Move-
ment it must be said that there is
an effort to find some mental for

hidden fear, ami to re-
That is but

at same time the dement automa-
tism is far too in other
and
gerous obnoxious.
But there is another word

that directed
manuel
tempt

than cre:dullitv
a

of a church.
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fear that we
find

we
sun within us.-Sir Thomas

nized as
and Iiglflln:,ng,
to be
only

of thunder
COlnmon,

is deemed
a China,mam; and to be afraid

heat would one beyond the pale of
reason. So represses the real
jed, and an acceptable its
place.

It is the real cause
must look for, and we shall
it the lines of mental
There are who seem to be afraid
of the but this is due to the
association of darkness some un-

event. The mind has substituted
associated condition for the event

and has even the event. The
cure is to be in a of the
event and it. And then the au-
thor to say about d.reams:

the common of
the forgotten

Of
been laid

secret

Life is
invisible
Browne.

welcome to
the somewhat volumi-
the

author, it be found that
to to the more

usual mental processes and recourse may
then be had to

course, the
and its is to ascertain

of the peculiar mental forces at work
given case. \Ve great many
motives of which we are un-

yet every act must somec, mental back of it. In
ordinary it may not be important
to what that force is. And
yet I think that would be much
more satisfactory an ethical
if we knew more about the motives
which we act.
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yir-

life IS

he.

well.

to knowle(h?:e; life with

truth in the untrue.
true finds untruth-he ex-

temperance and truth-that

such
well before it dies.

man
Weareth "l.o.,cj.,...

He

Never
waste;

He follows vain

Whoso In truth the true, and
sees

The false in falseness unblinded

Nor he(:dil1lg truth and governance-un-
fit

To wear

within

me, in-

THE DHAMMAPADA.
TLM L. the hath made

we are
was and built. 1f

a man's mind
Hath evil on him

as comes
The wheel the ox behind.

What we are is what we and
willed

Our us and frame. If
one endure

In of follows him

"He hath defamed me. me, in-
Ine,

Abased me, beaten me." If one should

these angry
breast

Hatred will never

"He hath defamed me,

Hatreds will have an end.

Abased me, beaten me.
send

so

an ill-thatched

minds that

As

As rain breaks
so breakIf one should

words away for
thOlll'!ht:s.

Such

to

law.

in thisman

where he shall go.

lawless man who.
Leaf after leaf

The

Passions from off wise.

The evil-doer mourneth in this
And mourneth in the world to come,

in both
He When he sees fruit of his

deeds
To see he will be loath.

world
And in the world to come; in both he

takes
Pleasure. When he shall see fruit of his

un- works
The makes.

love;

for

any time
hatred.

and who rel1nernbe:r

idle luxuries,
will overthrow him. as fierce winds
short-rooted trees.

let
Transient qu:arr'Cls die.

But

'tis
that hatred

ancient law this.

The many are for-
got-

Or never knew-how mortal wrongs

Buddhist but a foolish herd
counts kine.
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im-

individualized

full incama-
power is

hurnarlity but in
our each

reflection more or less
great of mind; and

to our limitations
of its
mind comes the rea-
man, the power

between courses of ac-
to his knowle(!l!:c

the

three

foolishness-

THE REINCARN
E. P. in the

Fifth
to be considered

from the
theosolphjist; the Re-
our present, hu-

what
we to prepare for future
carnation; and obstacles in the way
of such
To everyone this of what we

have been in the past and what shall
in the future be of interest. To

answer and of

man is
still in his
extent of the dhrisiion:s
is to make. is cOllSi,del'cc!
in is the immortal part of him,
the and the mortal and

But between these two,
co:nsltitl,lting him in this instance a

there is what is termed
pe.rsclnaJity, the bundle of desires and

and what are
called a term the
these are not immortal in the
which the mind
there is

endure and
the mind when it
nate.
The mind

vious evolution.
but an individualization of a universal
power termed Mahat. This one of the

From

The partictllar
are:
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us de-
which

have a a man of violent UIl-

I!ovel'ned temper, with a re'ligiotis
mania or what not. It is all of one's
thclUlZhts that are blended into the char-
acter of the next 110t the vast,
the successful one alone' but as well the

sordid, li-
covetous and fancies

that have found in the mind.
It these which we are to to
refuse to. Weare too
to be aware when habits of are
f",''''';;'''''; this does not come the
courses of outlined in our schools

educ;ati'D!1;al centres.
do not understand that we are

ourselves that which we
life. We learn about

outside but
the of under-

ourselves.
we are careless and

we get older we are in-
or we are so

mind
the

When we are
indifferent,
dolent-and
norant. \Ve
make us
senses, but not
them. A classification the thoughts
out of which are fashioned the very
with which contend at a next
incarnation has been made, as thoughts

elemental
thlJuIrhts, and mental That

well all the vague idle
or which

a person. or those which
holds and fosters.

It which are so to our
future welfare. a man so is

that which comes back at birth
from the other side is the residuum,

in and put
of that the gates
from this side.

Too much stress can not be laid on
the of It is the

of us that is the
the,u2'hts evolved

the
next

to our condition
to better it, we must be-
life. If we are satis-

ourselves. or we
of this life and into

pro,balJililty like this.
in

A new
to mind and

is with oppor-
to incarnate and continue it!!

progress.
But such

ego, the
no meaniinf'

words as the
the
one unfamiliar with
Such a one would
to if

rei:nca,m<ltinlg ego is the I
at it from

another of the of each of
now is that which is to be the reincar-

ego of the future. Then the
tion what to the cOI:ilprellenISicl!1
one familiar with makes
this I? We find that this centre of
which we are to is con-
nected all the with a

and fancies and
and of real
needs-the
our

are

The
is that our thclUghts

in our
is constructive or

it destructive; it builds up and
it tears down; under and

wonderful power human
would strike at the very root of vi(:ariOtls
atonement and wholesale

the individual
As a man

is not what the one
may have of himself; tells that he
pretty at that has made
success of that, where another has failed.
He is not alone for some
distant here and now
and \Ve are apt look on this

meaninl':" that a man with
and build a
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The
he

we
hard
out

It which beams out of a
thousand stars. It is one soul which ani-

all men.-Emcrsoll.

thethe next.Jndolence

after our habits and me:th()ds
become we
four hours another tVl'cnltv-rClUr,

when childhood
and both old age do we

see more of a in an individual.
From we would deduce that the
Jives which follow each other as do the

in anyone life would be somewhat
and the of the perma-

nent character as from mere
habits is then ex-
pect the which touched on either
side to be similar. It would
be when we remote from
each other our evolution start-

be to reveal
even when such a

seems we
remember that but

of the laws
and
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A. BOOK ON THEOSOPHY.
That there should he a new book, and

so good a one, on Theosophy is an event
of some significance at a time when The-
osophy is being given to the world under
every name except its own. Mr. Whitt)'
calls his work "A. Simple Study in The-
osophy," and it is to be noted that its
pages contain none of the extravagances
or speculations with which the last few
years have made us uncomfortably fa-
miliar.
How are we to know, asks the author,

that the teachings of Theosophy are
true? What proof can he advanced?
It is naturally impossible to demonstrate

that which is intangible and imperceptible to
our physical senses, so that all may be con-
vinced. The materialist who must be shown,
who has to feel, see, touch, taste, or hear
something, before he will believe it, and who
denies the existence of everything which he
can not sense, is a perfectly hopeless indi-
vidual-blind, deaf, and dumb in a spiritual
sense-and to him Theosophy will make no
appeal; but to those who feel that life is not
bounded by birth and death; that there is a
meaning, an intelligent plan, an order, in a
seeming chaos; who realize that £here must
be a cause behind these effects, that this con-
sciousness of I AM, I EXIST, is independent of
the body and continues after the body dies-·
to all these people, searching for an explana-
tion of these things, Theosophy will present
a vast and comprehensive picture of a mar-
velously ordered universe which expresses the
Beauty, Love, Power, and Wisdom of God.
A chapter is devoted to the nature of

God, and the author is careful to explain
that consciousness is limited by its ve-
hicles, and that human consciousness ex-

tends no further than the sense organs
vermit:
Now, what is called the Manifested God in

Theosophy is the appearance or manifestation,
in the all·embracing That, of Consciousness
and the Vehicle of Consciousness, or Spirit
and Substance, the two poles of the one force.
We can get some faint idea of this by con-
sidering the analogy of electricity. A glass
tube rubbed with a piece of silk will imme-
diately manifest the electric force. The fric-
tion disturbs the equilibrium and sets up vi-
bration; at one end we have the positive pole
which will repel objects, and at the other end
the negative pole which will attract. Electric
activity has been set up. Thus we may con-
sider the Absolute as the Unmanifested, the
equilibrium, and the Manifested as showing
the two poles, the duality, spirit, and sub-
stance; and the relation or action and re-
action between them as a third aspect of
activity. This is the fundamental basis of all
teachings of the trinity, which most religions
have in some form or other. First the one,
then the two, then the three-Father, Mother,
Son.

The theosophical system is mono-
theistic in that there is but One Cause:
God. It is pantheistic in that all is God,
and Polytheistic in the sense that there
exist innumerable Beings who in their
greatness and power are Gods to us:
Hermes, the great Egyptian teacher, laid

down the axiom "As above, so below," which
is to say that the operation of the Di vine
Will. which we call law, and the method of
procedure on the vastest possible scale. is ex-
actly repeated on lesser and lesser scales.
Theosophy confirms this in statinK that every
Solar Svstem in the Universe is the self-
circumsc'ribed limit of the manifestation of
one of these Great Beings, who, working in
the primordial matter brought into existence
by the Universal or. Cosmi 1.0 os jmanifests

D 1,I,z, j by \"':'Ol C
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that can

medium. Mrs.
had told

Atlantic 011
invitation

part in her
with her.
furnished

ex-

Roman and wonders
such a hard time of
neither so good nor

and

SIR OLIVER LODGE A)JD MRS.
PIPER.

past life as aHe does not
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other
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own deeds or

an

the !i:Tr,nfT;;
those grosser

that doth
from others

neither feel nor

of his that

writes

that

part, or how his limbs

KARMA.

"n" '__H'" "he" that

a

Whether he wots of

If life be but knc)winJ!::, then each
breath

\Ve draw unheeded must
death.

Who

The action's counted so, we
gone,

The rleerls that others do our com·

Which others read while 1D

bed
the other of the world-when

o'erlook
the well be

What knows he of his distant nnfeh
life?

What knows he of the
are

life is
Conce:rniing him-some

Albeit we them not. are still our
own.

lives who does and he who does still

Yet
Or

Or score of other
Attention fixed and

chase
Which

or "he"
That own "he"

see?

Who

inures the
some kind of with

laws and processes of the

senses man or;,,,;,n:l10p
sCllse. which is
thal/SCII.

The soul alone is the medium which
and are united.-Hcrmes.

years and years of
ume after volume of the
the for
the
the

be utilized deceased
whose own had to work.
Mrs. went a trance and seemed
as it were vacate her for a time.
In this condition it ::Ifl·ne:lred

not own
another and this seconi1ary

SOflaliitv. or whatever it
was to

called "the machine." her
mechanism communications were

rec:ehreo from persons deceased, but
"n.n",·pntl" mentaJly active ret:ailling

and
them in

manner.
of his violin

earnestness as his "Men's work we
we want

one, "but
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her

the
sun,

Cresar ordered a
calendar
but in time

alike unite in wa,telling the great
as she her round

us. Nations themselves and
their acts, relligiiotlls
the moon. Feast
fixed more the

for all the
on the moon. Calendars rule com-

mercial affairs in
and settlements.
From earliest times the calendar. ruled

in fact the moon's has
of immense interest to man.

of the try reform
the calendar months when it
as out of The
present of months with

and
was to make
would last somc centurics

before another one will needed,
because the moon's motion will not
twelve months, but twelve
lar ones one small of about

And when the present
reCkOltling was
munities of men in
cause

crib and hide the

stood in

to have it taken away.
-Samuel Btttler.

pallpable to touch and clear to

So doth the
man.

modern
a very great pr()mine·nc,e.
Even science can not escape the fasci-

nation. The and nearness of
the moon and her many

all aid in the attention
science. Modem ancient science

MOON'S MYSTERY AND FATE.
(William Brehon in the

Should heaven on release

cluster
her It would

be difficult to a script1ure that does
not exalt the moon. The Bible

that God ordained the
rule the and moon
The Roman

Mother of God the
while she stands upon the crescent moon.
The twelfth of Revelations opens
thus: "And there a won-
der in heaven a woman with the
sun, and the moon under her and

her head a crown of twelve stars."
the same as this

the moon

Is it so certain that he
So sure but we ourselves

him
have the moon full soon

has
ceived as attention from men in
all ages as our moon. causes con-
tributed to this. The moon is near us;
she is a remarkable and in
the she the; she

to have to do man
affairs.

Is it so to have the gem
But we must weep to nave the

too?
is a chest wherein the tools abide
which the craftsman works as

best he can
as the chest the tools within doth
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---FROM SAMUEL BUTLER.
There the an idea

been
the reprodluctjon

which
The first reJ:.ro,dtl(:tic.n

an effort It should nOI
therefore the second re-

should turn be an et-
memory also. Indeed all

that we can fol1ow are
or upon mem-
the one great act of

pnJdtlction that we can not follow which
from memory.

taken as part of the
scheme we had

dreams and
in error, for while she
the former of

Earth is the
of

declared. The
she claimed to reveal
first one

in a remote
when there was no earth, the moon ex-

as an inhabited died. and at
threw out into her ener-

ph'j!sical ve-
pnpr,,.ip',, r,cvlJh'ed and con-

near and
its parent.

but
her child,
and his-
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and

may he
Thomas

need,
way.
state.

'addell.

a man has sent his teeth and his
and two or three limbs

before him, the
knows nothing

have once left
un'thi"", of the rest

whole

SUFFRAGE IN CHINA,
I would have gone
Have

But this
And I,

will be
freedom of will
as to be driven

to fixed

Animals and can not under-
stand onr business. so we denied
that can understand their own.
What we call matter can nOt
understand animals' and busi-
ness. we have therefore denied that it
can understand whatever.
What we call not

the orl1ran1izatjon

bound to
as certain

In
into those ways
laws.
The little element

start
supposIng we start with ne,cel;sity

en;"";Ul of stiffneckedness.
which elements we find
nature. these are the
evt:ln the most reliable

reliable. It is that form
the of contact between this uni-
verse and different
in which none of those ideas
obtain without which we can not think
at all. So we say that nitrous acid is
more reliable than nitric for "",IIII,I!>_

Atoms have a mind as much smaller
and less than ours as their
bodies and

mind involves mat-
vice versa. the whole I

think it would be most convenient to en-
dow all atoms with of con-
sciousness and them
to tanto. \Ve must sup-

able and
retain certain vibrations
once

them and to receive
must SUIPp()se some more

versatile. of greater
power than others.

I believe there is an unseen world
about which know as hetter.-Laot.::,..

IS
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BILLY SUNDAY ISM.
Billy Su'ndayism has heen vigorously

attacked by three of the leaders of mod-
ern religious thought. Bishop Joseph
Berry of the Methodist Episcopal Church
expresses his distaste for "personally ap-
pointed evangelists who have an aston-
ishing mania for grotesque religion," aud
he invites Methodists "in the name of
God to call a halt." Dr. Stephen S.
Wise, a leader in reform Judaism, de-
scribes Billy Sundayism as a disease, add-
ing that there are over a hundred clergy-
men in :-lew York City who would lose
their places if they ventured to say in
their pulpits what they thought of this
mountebank. Dr. \Vise savs that Suu-
dayism is "grave and imperiling, and re-
veals a social disorder, a moral failure,
and religious bankruptcy in our time. It
is only an incident which means that the
church may be in danger of failure ana
doomed to extinction." finally we have
the Rev. Hamilton Schuyler, rector of
Trinity Church, Trenton. :\ew Jersey,
who says that there is an elaborate sys-
tem of hlackmail in large shops and in-
dustrial plants and that the "free-will of-
ferings" are extorted by employers who
see in Billy Sundayism an adjunct to
their trade.
But there is another and an even more

real danger that should not go unnoted.
Billy Sundayism is creating a habit of
collective hysteria, of collective mcdium-
ship. in which self-control is lost and
large bodies of people submit wholly to

the sway of a passionate emotionalism.
How long will it he before the Billy Sun·
day of anarchy, of riot. and of ruin takes
the place of the Billy Sunday of evan-
gdism? 1\lasses of people are hcing
drilled in a delirious and rabid obedience
to a frantic oratory. How long will it
he hefore the fields arc ripe for some
unexpected harvest?

•
MEDIUMSHIP.

Dr. J. Godfrey Raupert, wntmg in
America, sounds a needed note of warn-
ing against an aspect of modern spirit-
ism that has been too much neglected by
the investigators and writers of today.
Can we expect to gain real values. he
asks. from a condition in which passivity
is an essential? There can be no suc-
cess, he points out, without a passivity
that seems to be a negation oi the high-
est human attributes of positivity and
free will. Can this conceivablv be the
road to the attainment of actual 'wisdom ?
Can health, physical, mental. or moral, re-
sult from the deliherate induction of a
state of disease?
Quietude, says Dr. Raupert. is some-

thing very different from the passivity of
Illediumship. There is undouhtedly a
condition uf quietude in which the soul
is brought into cluse contact with (;0<1.
hut "it is sometimes forl{uttcn that there
is also a false mvsticism which induces
a form of mind that has noth-
ing in common with the former state,

Digi ized byCoogIc
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:\ BOOK BY H. G. \VELLS.
"Religion is the first thing and the

last thing. and until a man has found
God and been found by God he begins
at no beginning, he works to no end."
These are the words of Mr. Britling in
H. G. Wells' novel, "Mr. Britling Sees
It Through," and they are of particular
significance now in view of the publica-
tion this week, May 10th, of Mr. Wells'
new book, "God the Invisible King."
For in this volume Mr. Wells sets forth
with the eloquence of utter sincerity the
religious belief toward which Mr. Brit-
ling felt his way. This is the religion
which Mr. \Vells himself has sought and
found in the ruins of the devastated
countries of Europe, a religion of imme-
<liate faith in God, "a protest against
dogmas which have obscured, perverted,
and prevented the religious life of man-
kind," a religion intended not primarily
to shock and insult, but to liberate.
Something of the volume's spirit may

be seen from the following extracts from
the preface:
"This book sets out as forcibly and

exactly as possible the religious belief
of the writer. The belief is not ortho-
dox Christianity; it is not. indeed. Chris-
tianity at all. , . . There is nothing in
its statements that need shock or offend
anyone who is prepared for the expres-
sion of a faith different from. and per-
haps in several particulars opposed to.
his own. The writer will he found to
be sympathetic with all sincere religious

feeling. :\evertheless it is well to pre-
pare the prospective reaoer for state-
ments that may jar harshly against
decllly-rooted mental habits, It is well
to warn him at the outset that the de-
parture from accepted beliefs is here no
vague skepticism, but a quite sharply de-
fined objection dogmas very widely
revered. . . .
"The writer is quite unable to pretend

any awe for what he considers the spir-
itual monstrosities established by the
Council of Nicaea. He makes no at-
tempt to be obscure or propitiatory in
this connection. He criticizes the creeds
explicitly and frankly because he he-
Iieves it is particularly necessary to clear
them out of the way of those who are
seeking religious consolation at this
present time of exceptional religious
need. After this warning such readers
from among the various Christian
churches and sects as are accessible to
storms of theological fear or passion,
to whOIl1 the trinity is an ineffable mys-
tery and the name of God almost un-
speakably awful, read on at their own
risk. This is a religious book written
by a bclie\'er. but so far as their beliefs
and religion go it may seem to them
morc skeptical and more antagonistic
than blank atheism. That the writer
can not tell. He is not simply denying
their God; he is declaring that there is
a living Cod different altogether from
that triune God and nearer to the heart
of man. The spirit iofathi ·09k is like
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A BOOK BY \VELLS.
Mr. H. G. Wells. inspired hy the'prob-

lems of the war. has written a hook in
order to define his own religion. Quite
frankly he says it is not orthodox Chris-
tianity, nor Christianity at all. Mr.
Wells will have no creeds that are an
outrage upon intelligence, and particu-
larly when those creeds were invented
by worldly men for worldly purposes:
The entire history of the growth of the

Christian doctrine in those disordered early
centuries is a history of theology by commit-
tee; a history of furious wrangling, of hasty
compromises. and still more hasty attempts
to clinch matters by anathema. When the
muddle was at its very worst. the church was
confronted by enormous political opportuni-
ties. In order that it should seize these one
chief thing appeared imperative: doctrinal
uniformity. The emperor himself, albeit un-
baptized and very ignorant of Greek. came
and seated himself in the midst of Chris-
tian thou;{ht upon a golden throne. At the
end of it all Eusebius, that superme Trimmer,
was prepared to damn everlastingly all those
who doubted that consubstantiality he himself
had doubted at the beginning of the confer-
ence_ It is quite clear that Constantine did
not care who was damned or for what period,
so long as the Christians ceased to wrangle
among themselves.

Christ himself. says Mr. Wells. knew
nothing of the creeds that have been
allowed to cluster around his name. It
was apparently left for the Church
Fathers. three centuries after the death
of Christ, to discover what their
was driving at:
Men still sit at little desks remote from God

or life, and rack their inade<luate hrains to

meet fancied difficulties and state unneces-
sary perfections. They seek God by logic,
ignoring the marginal error that creeps into
every syllogism. Their conceit blinds them
to the limitations upon their thinking. They
weave spider-like webs of muddle and dlspu,
tation across the path by which men come to
God. It would not matter very much if it
were not that simpler souls are caught in
these webs. Every great religious system in
the world is choked by such webs; each sys·
tern has its own. Of all the blood-stained
tangled heresies which make up doctrinal
Christianity and imprison the mind of the
western world today, not one seems to have
been known to the, nominal founder of Chris-
tianity. Jesus Christ never certainly claimed
to be the Messiah; never spoke clearly of
the Trinity; was vague upon the scheme of
salvation and the significance of his martyr·
dom. We are asked to suppose that he left
his apostles without instructions that were
necessary to their eternal happiness. that he
could give them the Lord's Prayer. but leave
them to guess at the all-important Creed, and
that the church staggered along blindly. put-
ting its foot in and out of damnation, until
the "experts" of Niclea, that "garland of
priests," marshaled by Constantine's officials,
came to its rescue. . . . From the conver-
sion of Paul onward, the heresiel of the in-'
tellect multiplied about Christ's memory and
hid him from the sight of men. We are no
longer clear about the doctrine he taught nor
about the things he said and did. . . .

Our religious teachers, says Mr. Wells,
are all too apt to hawk (jod for what
he will fetch. God to them is nothing
more than a magnificent Fetish that l:an
be made lise of:
They call upon his name. they do certain

things that are supposed to be peculiarly in-
fluential with him, such as saying prayers
and repeating gross praises of him, or read-
ing in a hlind. industrio . . t"
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WAR.
Several correspondents have asked for

an expression of opinion as to the right
attitude of Theosophists toward war and
conscription. Ought the Theosophist to
fight? Ought he to countenance any
measure that tends in the direction of
war?
But it is not the part of Theosophy to

place the labels of right and wrong upon
definite human acts. It has no Ten
Commandments to enforce. The func-
tion of Theosophy is to point the way to
the attainment of discrimination, and
this, we are told, may be done by so in-
tensive a cultivation of human brother-
hood that wisdom necessarily follows in
its train. There are very few actions
that in themselves are either right or
wrong. The wrong action is that which
is done in conscious violation of the
moral law, and thus an action may be
wrong when done by one person and
right when done by another. If I be-
lieve that it is wrong to go to a thea-
atre, or to dance, or to play cards, I am
breaking the moral law of my heing
when I do these things. The things in
themselves are neither right nor wrong,
but it is my thought concerning them
that makes them right or wrong. The
function of Theosophy is to strengthen
and to clarify the messages from the
Higher Self and to enable us to discrimi-
nate between them and the prejudices
and misconceptions that come from the
lower nature.

None the less there are certain con-
siderations that ought not to go un-
noticed when we are considering the
question of war. \Ve are not living in
an ideal human society, and it is useless
to act as though we were. But it is evi-
dent that no human society whatever
could exist without an adhesion to hu-
man law. Nor could any human society
permit the individual citizen to determine
for himself whether its laws should be
obeyed or disobeyed. There are many
laws to which we do not give our moral
sanction, but we are not thereby justified
in disobeying them. That would be to
choose the greater rather than the lesser
of two evils, seeing that nothing but
chaos and anarchy could result from
such a freedom of choice. Socrates pre-
ferred to die by an unjust law ratht'r
than to violate it,and it will be observed
that all the spiritual teachers of the race
have carefully obeyed the laws of the so-
ciety in which they found themselves.
Socrates himself was a soldier and
fought as a soldier.
But, it may be said, the laws that de-

mand the use of force stand by them-
selves, and because of their exceptional
gravity they should be disobeyed even
though all others be kept. Are there,
then, any among us who are prepared to
renounce the use of force, and who are
willing to live without the protection of
force? We have yet to hear of a pacifist
who will not claim the protection of the
police or who demands the aholition of

Digi ized byCoogIc
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the chance word of friend or foe--both
show us the of which as
the of law in the
dowrlfall of nations.
\Ve must other

ours but we must learn to
our own those around us. Mind

more than our own mind.
in his will think that

rate can teach him noth-
from

not much learn. Nor
haste to teach.

live volcanoes.
stream of

to asked.
into which to turn their

energy. Their word must he
heard. Of in themselves

have to think. An answer
not of

is to teach
we seek in all

we whilst receive.
admit no barriers we
all and listen,

The poorest,
earth knows sOlmething

its
in some
!'lil"lIO!IP of truth. we \Vhether
from man or beast or mineral. we

its inner life. We have
that which hidden; we have
in the birth a

The true learner is of wis-
dom. All that he takes he bestows: all
that he returned him with in-

this and take is nO!
it is movement of that
which he waits.
but one tireless Friend. who.

forsaken. forsaketh not. who.
throll,gh()lIt standeth at
hand. a call to
hearts buroens. His memon
doth not fail. When friends aban'·
don thee. when ask of thee a
for thou not
this Friend stands forever
and oh mv brother. if in

. the
that he standeth

not

finds his
In stone and

man and child. in the
Nature.

in
not con-

SEEKING THE SELF.
from the

new mind is a new classifica-
tion. incamate
with a new aspect of that
of which we Yet here
has in
himself barrier. Within it certain of
his fellows have been honored with ad-
mission. From them he can learn; oth-

he can teach.
so favored are students of older
date than he himself;
scholars of
What indeed to be
who can not even talk
other. that ...." .." ..

to the lies
his own in search of its

He is for himself.
he thinks. will to those un-

seekers after the as
of what he discovered as
understand. has not

their but then how could he?
Yet a will will roam
the will
will listen to the music the
croons amidst the trees. Man, he

has become diseased. and is no a
natural but one of Nature's

Or the An-
were of the oc-

worth the
written for some

thc)U!,al1ld years. This age is matter-
; the has gone out of it.

Then he buries himself in musty volumes
a age. in them the

Light
Barriers

to the unlimited?
midst as
Is not man. corrupt or
chief Its lorll!-wc,rn
And if one could
inhahitant. it could
travels
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to overcome
dell13111de;d that

or
survivors, raises
studious and

such messages

from
-felt most

RAYMOND
Eleanor Mildred

to the Hibbert J IJUT1"'U

of
Mrs.

Then turn not
lest thou shouldst

Comforter and
are num-

from
him

Yet not for an hour do I
The deed the

\Vhen I was
And you were a

-fVilliam

Are not ashamed
anxious riches and
hut take no for
and for your own soul. how it
made most ?-Socrates.

I was
And

"OR EVER THE
YEARS WERE
the
old

saw, took, I cast you
bent. and broke your

Y011 loved well. or I
But

The IS now my
For it me

The old resentment lasts like
For yet you refrain.

I heart on your hard UI1IaIUl,
my heart.in vain.

them he is hidden.
face from their
lose the vision of

His homes
answereth

be no reasons to SUllP()SC that
have existed before that at

which our existence
menees, then there are
SU'PP(lsirtli:: that we shall cOlltiJ1Ue

our existence """,,rAnt Ii,.
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re-
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Earth's

heathen

Art/mr
Lord

sa)' Ill'
uin the

in

back yet

souls are blent

out the stain
trumpet in the

faded the

declared for

return in

nor death itself be-

that he would come

and whoever sows such

,"",'-"'""1. and evermore
those beside the

forth fruit

that
the
and

atld he shall
"-Sir Thomas

seeds

him
can
dim.

that it dr()ofled beneath
hand.

not thus he shall
truth

It

Till

Shall

THE SPIRIT SHALL NOT VIE.

Arthur, the. pee:rle:ss
The tide

Who. reft of
loved

Stood the marge and
his moan.

With Arthur all was but with his
realm

III-now the lawless
whelm.

Arthur shall return and
turn,
all the earth's
one.

in hearts of men shall bum
that shall like fire from
to sun:
from

Kindle the
shore.

-Richard Bllrlo1l. it, "Poems
Hall

this
indi-

consola-

undertakes
I recommend

that
useful and interested and
than ever in

their minds to live a useful life till
them.

!llteps should be taken to
aSlluranCe must on
Some may get it thc

tions of some from the testinl0r,y
of trusted while some
necessary to first-hand eXlper'ierlce
their own for a time. And if
cnce can privately, with no out-

and meditation or
favor of waking dreams, so
the better.

afraideellent advice "
many who
to go to
to
can only
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WAR A1\D RELIGION.
The effect of the war upon religion is

just now being actively discussed by
quite a number of people whose qualifica-
tions for that task are more or less
dubious. There are clergymen who
would have us believe that the world is
undergoing some kind of chastisement
for its neglect of religion-that is to say,
for its neglect of churchgoing. The ma-
terialist-Professor Haeckel. for ex-
ample-is equally sure that religion will
henceforth disappear from human calcu-
lations, and that the whole of mankind
will worship the great god of chance.
Mr. H. G. Wells, having just discovered
God, is anxious to introduce him to us.
and we find ourselves confronted with a
sort of deified H. G. Wells, who is
anxious to do what he can for the world
and sincerely sorry that he can not do
more. \Ve do not particularly like the
God of. H. G. Wells, although gratified
that H. G. Wells should have discovered
any sort of a God so long as it is not the
God of theology. 1\ow we should like
to hear Bernard Shaw's opinion of the
God of H. G. Wells, and doubtless Mr.
Chesterton will oblige with some views.
And so it goes.
Perhaps the most striking comment on

current religion has been supplied by
Donald Hankey, the young divinity stu-
dent who was recently killed in France
while fighting as a soldier. Mr. Hankey
speaks of the unselfishness, the kindli-

ness, and the charity of his soldier asso-
ciates. Even the "bad men" are match-
less in fortitude and in tenderness for
the wounded. Religion, says Mr. Han-
key. can produce nothing finer, but these
men have no idea that religion is in any
way associated with conduct. They have
never been taught to associate them.
They distrust the chaplains as exponents
of a mere piety in which they have no
interest. How comes it, asks Mr. Han-
key, that the average soldier can show
so much sublimity of behavior. so many
of the essentials of religion, and yet be
wholly unaware that they are associated
with religion?
Mr. Wells himself has a somewhat

similar criticism to make. He says that
all over Europe he found men who
wanted to discuss religion. who believed
that only in some sort of religion could
be found the solution of human prob-
lems. But all these discussions, says Mr.
\Vclls, must have come to an end at once
if a clergyman or a minister had come
into the room. These are the only men
with whom it is not possible to discuss
religion. They seem to know nothing
about it. Religion, for them, means
creeds, dogmas, orthodoxies, and here-
sies. It means churches, establishments,
institutions. and formulas. Therefore,
says Mr. Wells, the religious revival will
pass completely over the heads of the
churches and submerge them. They
have had their day and ceased to be.
They have had all the p ·wers of govern-

Digi ized by oog e ..
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"BUDDHA SEATED ON
LOTUS.

THE ADVENTURE OF DEATH.
\Vhen with first says

MacKenna, the new-born infant
the world, with

but whatever
have there is
which he must and it
death. It is the de:5tirlatiion
human

his little
tl12.!

misfortune nor to be
Indeed it is not dreaded

those who are about to die. It is
that and not the

realization:

The wind of
Across the

Tomorrow's unborn
The sorrows of

Dream dream, strife

Death unweaves the webs of Life.
For us the travail and the heat,
The broken secrets

The strenuous
The flower deferred, the fruit denied;

But the peace,
Lord Buddha. of
With futile hands we to
Our inaccessible desire,

Diviner summits to
faith that sinks and feet that

tire;
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indestructible.
atoms that

and of Cleo-
may have
have not

Hrose
to be content with more

i1lumination. when we es-
from our or our

leave the windows behind we
the IiRht; hut discover that we

into an of ilIumina-
our little us no

As the windows limit our so our
may limit consciousness. glass

does not create the transmits
modiiyi ng it its

It

of one of the lowtr
as the rose window of
will break up the beams

r> it of and
blue, letting them a

beauty on the pavement between the choir-
stalls, so the stream of consciousness
through the brain of a poet or a

will produce a more brilliant result
when flows the cottage win-

not

nerve

If death
the author, we
can we believe that it

Can we believe
and fears are no

outC()l11e of some chemical,
or other
? Are

literature
in the

to canvas or to paper
that alterations in

issues?

his

\\'hat, then, is aclluaJly the relation be·
tween mind and brain The same rela-
tion, the author, as between
and which it
The

from cardiac failure sU:llelrve,nimr on influenza.
The dying man

his lion could
the medical

knew of
them.
in
volunteered
a comfortable
hut gnttifying
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mortal

take its

be
not be·

suns. and

forms con-

not In

oft coillidirlg

the

and all his battles

forever in eternal

make up the cosmic

form have no

brutal

re<:reatimr evermore.
-Charles Tomlinson.

to

IMMORTALITY.
our fellow-men, del[)re'ss'd

won l

morn?

matter comes U"'I<;;U,.

that to eternal
life. -MattheZi! Arnold.

worn,
We leave

And will not, then, the immortal armies
scorn

The world's poor routed ?
will

Who fail'd the heat of this life',

P"ti"'n,,p! in another we say,
The world shall thrust down, and

Foil'd

tierel11ce. and also
the remains a

n ..."h"hl" came from some
to

Robert W.
MacKenna. New Putnam's
Sons; $1.50.

ARCHlEOLOGY.

evidence of the relations
China and ancient

was the commercial
anrl was situaterl at the

the Sea
the Merlitcrranean
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Mc,lecules, how-
thus

reactions
McChord

It matters not how a man but
he Iives.-Dr. Johnson.

it was not a belief
realization of the

and rich
has

of life after
has a for belief in life

after death. And the war has raised this
to the 11th We feel that

we shall go mad there is no hereafter.
Mr. leads us believe that he will
find that a hereafter. President
Wilson shows that he sure there
one.
This for conviction of the

increased the war, inevi-
our literature more sp:iri1:ual.

the last for a of
of sordid realism. \Ve

no find who believe that
since you are an artist you should de-
scribe the contents of a can.
The soul of man as well of

into its own
the novelist.
And the war

out
at God
hurl who cares

Whd
Robert W. Chambers' little bedroom
scandals matter when the womanhood of

been ?-New

ever
utter themselves
not thus
Crothers.
He who waits to do a

once will
Samuel Johnson.

attainment wisdom is the sure
I'::tl:aranty to all durable andmost that says

that hereafter.
J think that I am the human be-
in who has read all of

on the cosmic relations.

very often.
Presideltlt \llI<I" ....,,'c message formulates

of government. His
like a flash of
battle.

to have
message with a definite con-

viction to the existence of God. Mr.
must have started his novel with
of God it. I

a modern with mod-
God. Wells does not
but he the

over

THE NEW LITERATURE.
( Honore
greatest literature that the war

is to be found in Mr. Brit-
-, ',rn,un'" and President Wil-

War. One
President Wilson's

Declaration is that author is ahso-
sure of the hereafter. He is con-

vinced that God Eternal Goodness.
All his utterances are the utteranl'es of a
man with faith has
been disturbed. And that sort ot man is
the for statesmansllip.

fervor was the
of our "n,,,nl'rv an

like to witness an exhi-
of this force is to look at

a Power that can not be understood. It
is the of the little red SCllOo,lIu)Use,
of the of the town meet-

of American statesman-
American

aren't
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which con-
own Illinds.-

secret
the soul with

Universal. have no
Mr.

'I,TntIUT is real excel>t
the of

Kakuzo.

be rattled over as idiotic
but to be dwelt upon, every
realized until becomes part

unlil the
tion recreates it. it in

of \\'hitrnan's poems
exercises this kind and those

them. a line a
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and
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There are no dead,,-,JIiU'terl'ill,ck.

men in luck; strong
believe in cause and effect.-Ema-

every form
vibration,
or force
and
brate

What true of each part is true of the
whole. Natural tends
and more to the conclusion that 'all the
choir of heaven furniture of the
earth' forms or of

road

Your mental destitute of all the
of material and

the which the ma-
terial existence lacks. Matter and mind

to different realms. are
the diameter be-

in,' --P,rnfr«wr A. lV. Momcric.

constant

our

a
another.
form of

known to he
vibration, and

now that
in the rate and
of

Thomas E.

arc
cle:mc'nts differ

alllplihl(Je of the vih,r:ltion
trons. That

that
observation
Buddha.
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BUDDHA'S TEACHINGS.
Is it trlle that Buddha dcnied the i/ll-

mortality of the sOIlI!
Xo, it is not true. Such assertions

are usually made by those to whom the
wish is father to the thought, or by
those who desire to cite the authority of
Buddha in support of their material isms.
The fact that Buddha put the doctrine
of Karma in the forefront of his teach-
ings is a sufficient proof that he believed
in the continuity of the human con-
sciousness. For how could Karma ope-
rate except through a continuing con-
sciousness? How could it operate from
Ii fe to Ii fe except over the bridge of con-
tinuity?
Such ambiguities as we ma)' find in

Buddha's teachings on the immortality of
the soul are undoubtedly due to the fail-
urc of his hearers to comprehend the na-
turc of soul. They seem to have con-
founded it with the minel. Xow before
we can say that the mind is immortal
we must know what sort of a mind it is.
For not all minds are immortal. It de-
pends upon their quality, which in turn
depends on the way they have been em-
ployed. A mind that has been devoted
exclusively td tnaterial things can not
exist upon immaterial planes. A mind
that has been directed wholly to bodily
pleasures. for example, can not live un-
der conditions that do not include a body,
any more than a fish whose breathing
apparatlls has been designed for living

in the water can continue to live after
it has been deprived of water. The mind
can exist upon super-physical planes only
to the extent to which it has prepared it-
self for such an existence. Therefore
when Buddha was asked whether the
soul, or mind, was immortal he some-
times seemed to evade the question, be-
cause while some minds are immortal
there are other minds that are not im-
mortal.
The relation between the true soul amI

the mind has been so often explained
that it need not now be discussed again.
The soul is somewhat in the position of
one who lifts a handful of mud from a
river bottom and anxiously examines it
for gems. He wants nothing but gems.
He has no use for the mud and he re-
jects it. In the same way the soul may
be supposed to scan the life experiences
of the man, his thoughts. It wants noth-
ing but the spiritual thoughts. It rejects
all others. There is no illllllortaiity for
what remains.

•
KARMA.

Is there an.\' difference bet1('Cell fate,
predestination, and Karma!
There is no difference if these words

arc used in their strictly accurate sig-
nification. There is a great deal of dif-
ference if we accept their theological
interpretations. Fate and predestination
are used by the theologian as signifying
dfects without a cause t of

Digi Ized by '--' 'V'LJ :::<l'
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"IT IS El\:OCGH:'
The article "On Living Again" that

appears elsewhere in this issue has been
selected for much the sallle reason as the
ancient Greeks selected their helots-as
a horrid example. One would suppose
that a writer in a widely read newspaper
would at least familiarize himself with
his topic, that he would refrain from
comhating arguments that no one has
ever advanced, from assaulting positions
that have no defenders. that do not in-
deed exist at all. But not the author at
"On Living Again:' He writes on one
of the fundamental beliefs of the human
race and he does not even acquaint him-
self with that helief. And the curious
part of the thing is that his /{raceful and
futile little essay should he selected fO!
pe::rpetuation in volume fnrm.
If human incarnations were governed

hy chance we might indeed say at the end
of life that "it is enough:' If reincarna-
tion were but another venture with the
dice of fate. then indeed we might dread
it. By assuming such a basis as this
one. could overthrow any philosophy
that the world has ever known. Kot
even the Sennon on till: Mount could
survive. But if we suppose that each
earth life is the logical and natural sequel
of the life that preceded it. just as each
day is the logical and natural sequel of
vestcrday, then we need not he afraid of
:'that weak chin and flickering eye." nor
need we apprehend that "everything that

makes life dear to us would have van-
ished with the old familiar faces and
happy association of our former pilgrim-
age."
If the author is truly in dread of un-

trodden paths and of unfamiliar scenes
he should direct his arrows against the
orthodox heaven. not to speak of the or-
thodox hell, although in that case his
essay would have been unacceptable to
the popular newspaper in which it ap-
peared. If he does not wish to experi-
ence another life on earth it would be
interesting to know what Iw does wish.. '

PRIMITIVE MAGIC.
Frederic Lyman Wells in his "Mental

Adjustments." just published by D. Ap-
pleton & Co., devotes a chapter to the
symbolic associations which usually
forlll the hasis of primitive magic. The
identification of a symbol with the thing
symbolized is supposed to confer power
O\'er the thing symbolized. and the exer-
cise of this power is sympathetic magic.
Another variety is imitative magic by
which the power is expected through
similarity. as when it is sought to de-
stroy an enemy by making a waxen
image of him and allowing it to melt
hefore the fire:
A few symbols show combination of asso-

ciation by similarity with association by con-
tiguity. An image of the person to be alfected
may he made with pieces of his clothes. or
some or his hair or finger nails. In many
cases, howe"er, there is . 0 ,t I 'Iteat con-
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SCIENCE SPEAKS.
Thanks are due to Dr. Leonard Keene

Hirshberg of John Hopkins University
for an explanation of certain mysteries
that might otherwise baffle our unin-
structed minds. Pity, says Dr. Hirsh-
berg, is "the feeling of compassion,
mercy, and sympathy brought about by
the action of the gland substances in the
body." Not everyone, says the learned
doctor, experiences these feelings of pity.
It depends upon the "gland substances,"
such as the adrenal, pituitary, suprarenal,
thyroid, and others. For this reason pity
is not governed by "sane reasoning." If
yOll pity a poor old woman you should
stop and reason with yourself before giv-
ing her a penny. Do not allow yourself
to succumb to these glandular persua-
sions. Keep your glands in order. The
city ought to attend to the old woman,
the city having no' glands. There arc
institutions for beggars, blind persons,
and the aged. The institutions have no
glands either. The glands lead us into
all sorts of deplorable errors, such as
sympathy and compassion. Doubtless
surgical science will soon he able to re-
lieve us of all these emotional superflui-
ties and it will he cheaper to pay the sur-
gical fees than to waste our substance in
riotous almsgiving as we are doing now.
We wonder if Dr. Hirshberg believes

this drivel. Or has he merely the itch
for publicity? If pity is to be excised,
why n....t parental love and all the do-

mestic affections? They, too, must be
glandular. Even "sane reasoning" may
be glandular. Perhaps it is a waste of
good glandular activities to reason with
Dr. Hirshberg, but we should like
ask a question, and we ask to know. If
pity is brought about by the action of
gland substances we should like to know
what brings about the action of the gland
substances? No wonder H. P. BJavat-
sky talked of the "monkeys of science."
They are still with us.

USELESS STATISTICS.
Professor James H. Lcuba of Bryn

Mawr College has been to much pains to
discover the opinions of scientists on the
existence of God and the immortality of
the soul. He has questioned ahout scien-
tists and he has tabulated the results in
his new book, "The Belief in God and
Immortality," just published by Sherman,
French & Co.
The results neecl not be noticed. They

are unimportaJlt. As might be expected,
there are a great many scientists who
believe in God and immortality, and there
are a great many who do not. There are
also many scientists who have red hair

many others whose hair is black or
hrown. It has nothing to do with
science.
\Ve do not often find ourselves in

agreemcnt with America, the Roman
Catholic weekly, hut on this occasion wc
may applaud its commcnt on Professor

Digi ized byCoogIc
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A (;OD.
,\11'. II. G. \\"ells is one of the few

writt.'rs of the day who bring a deep
philosophical insight to the cause and
the cure of war. As a practical man of
the workl he knows that statecraft must
play its part. and that the great ameliora-
tive social forces of modern Ii fe must
he called upon fur all the aid that they
can give. But \\'dls knows their
limitations as well as their capacities. He
is not among the foolish ones who sup-
puse that any real reform can he ;WCOl1lp-
lished hy the passage of a law, or hy the
signing of a treaty. He knows that the
war is the result of the collectin' thought
of the nations involved. anfl that emper-
ors, kings, presidents. and stateSI1l('n ha \'e
done no more than gin' it form and cx-
pression. The aholition of war will fol-
low upon a change in the national mind.
upon the choice of new ideals and 11('\\'

standards of right and wrong. newer and
hetter patriotisms.
\Ve must have a new religIOn, says
\Vells, or at least a heller cOl11pr"c-

hension of the old ones. Passing along
the highways of wc have
among the theo!oKil'al thieves and rub-
hers who have stripped us of know 1-
l'dge. and even of the (ksire for knowl-
edge. \Ve have hcen juggled into the
worship of gods who change their minds.
and who must he coaxed and flatterc<i
and whet'dled out of their natural \·ill-
dicti\'('nl'ss. It is t l'Ile ('nong-h, says r.

\\'ells, that the uppl'r strata of theologi-
ans have freed themsdves from these
savage creeds, hut it is not the upp('r
strata with which we arc concerned. It
is tht.' lower strata. It is the masses of
the people, who have either rejected rl'-
Jig-ion altogether, or who rcmain under
the shadow of the t'cclesiastical juger-
naut. ,
\\'ith the new (;ofl inventcd hy !\Ir.

\ \' ells W(' need not now concern our-
seh·,'s. lie hcars a strange resemhlancl
to .\11'. \\','l1s himself. Those ne\d\' in-
vcnted (;ods are usuallv lIluch like 'their
creators, which is just" what one would
expl'rl. Bnt it is not a little sig-nifirant
that \\'ells should look to rclig-ion
for the aholition of war, and it' is still
ilion' significant tlfat IIIcn of light and
Icading' all O\'er the world should h(·
doing the sallie thing'. and this. says r.
\\·ells. is the casc.
\\'ilhout following- \\'clls in his

efforts to create (;od in his own image.
we may at least hop,' for SOIllC new con-
ception oi deity that shall take the prac-
tical form of hUlllan hrotherhoofJ. and
that shall illlply a rl'rog-nition of law in
hUl1lan affairs. \\'ar is thc result. not So
mnch of the things that 1I1t:n han' dOlle.
as of their hahits of thought, of tlll·ir
prevailing' mental attitude toward ('\'ents,
If matl'rialistic "'iellr,' is to hI' permitted
to aholish the human SOil!. we call lIot
at the sallle tillle in\'()ke the qualities nl
the hllman soul in the )J'" 'r ::11 '011 01'
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A correspondent asks in what way and
to what extent the philosophy of ma-
terialism can be held responsible for the
social evils of the dav. How can we
suppose, he says, that the theories of
science can influence the thoughts and
actions of masses of people who have
never even heard of them?
Now it is true that the masses of the

people are in no way familiar with the
(Iistinctive theories of the school of scien-
tific speculation that is known as ma-
terialistic. Thev are not in the least dis-
posed to decide' for themselves whether
the brain is the product of thought or
whether thought is the product of the
hrain. It is true enough that there arc
large numbers of people who arc wholly
unaffected in any direct way by such
questions as this and a hundred others
like it and who do not even "now that
they e1<ist. But it would none the iess
be a mistake to deny the philosophy of
materialism a profound influence upon
popular thought aud upon the actions
that spring from thought.
It is general tendencies that we have

to consider rather than definite and con-
crete teachings. The popular mind may
easily receive a trend anti an impress
without being in the least aware of its
source. It is not necessary to studv the
conclusions of the physiologist.
with his scalpel ior the human soul and
failing to find it. in order to develop a

vague belief that there is no such thing
as the human soul or of human respon-
sibility. It is easy to acquire a vague
conviction that the universe is governed
by chance and not hy law without study-
ing the "demonstrations" to that effect
that have been put forward by IIaeckel
and his school. There is a certain pro-
cess by which the teachings of the school-
men filter downward through the various
intellectual strata until at last they reach
the popular mind in the form of im-
pulses and received opinions that hecon...
the molrls of action.
I f we view the matter from sitch a

standpoint as this we shall see that ma-
terialism. so far from failing to influence
the general thought. has actually placed
its almost ineffaceable seal upon it. It
has furnished it with the popular axioms
that are now so firmly established as al-
most to defy all efforts to uproot them.
It was materialism that gave to tl1l'
world that hateful axiom that "self-
preservation is the first law in nature,"
a formula now so firmh' established that
it passes current as good coin of the
realm. and in no way to he challenged or
dcnied. It was materialism that taught
us of the "survival of the fit," with the
moralh' destructivc inference that "fit-
ness" implies long teeth and sharp claws.
It was materialism that bade us look
downward to the law of the jungle for
example and guide rather than upward
to consciencc and self-sacrifice. It wa,.:
materialism that taught us that virtue

Digi ized byCoogIc
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"THROU(;H:'
"Through," lIy E. F. Benson in the

July CCI//llry, is a story of
the superhuman in which a fake medium,
who out of his talent at thought rcading
had huilt up a credulous clientele, sud-
den Iy finds himsel f ovcrwhelmed and
amazed hy contact with uncontrollable
unknown powers. The passage below
describcs his scnsations at the moment
when his assumed trance hecomcs actual
ullconsciousness:
"up to this moment \\' aghorn had heen

elljoying himself immensely. for after
the days in which he had heen unable to
get inio touch with his rare and mar-
velous gifts of consciousness-reading. it
was hlissful to find his mastery again.
But at this moment he was aware of a
startling change in the quality of his
perceptions. Fresh knowledge camc into
his mind, hut he felt that it was coming
from somc other source. Sonw odd
huzzing sang in his cars. as whcn an

hegins to takc effect. and
upening his eyes. he thought he saw a
strange patch of light. inconsistent with
the faint illumination of the rcd lamp.
hovering over his 11I·east. .\ t the same
moment he heard, though dimly, for his
head was full of con fused noise, the viu-
Icnt rapping of the electric hammer.
struggled with thc oncoming of thc
paralysis that was swiftly invading his
mind and his physical heing, but he
struggled in vain, and the next moment,

ovcrwhelmed with the onrush of a huge,
enveloping hlackncss, he lost conscious-
ncss altogether. The trance that he had
oftcn simulated had invaded him, and hc
knew nothing more.
"He came to himself again, with thc

that hc had ucen rccalled from
some vast distance. Still unable to
move, he sat listening to the quick pant-
ing of his own breath before he realizctl
what thc noise was. His face, from
which the sweat poured in streams,
rested on something cold and hard, anti
prescntly, whcn he opcncd his eyes, he
saw that his head had fallen forward
npon the tahle. He felt utterly ex-
hausted allCl yet somehow strangely satis-
fied. Some amazing thing had hap-
pened."
Some amazing thing certainly had

happcnctl. During his loss of conscious-
ness he hatl spoken to his client in thc
voice of her hrothcr lately· tlead, who
had told her where to find a present that
hc had conl'l'aled in readiness fol' her
hirthdav and who had warned her that
on a cc"rtain day her house woultl he de-
stroyed hy a b;)mh thrown from a Zep-
pelin. The present, minutely described,
was found in the plat'e indicated anti the
warning' of the Zeppelin was justified by
tl1l' suhsl'qul'nt event, The story as told
hy 1\1 r. lknsun is ostensihly a piece of
fiction. but there is reason to believe that
it is the narration of an actual expcri-
('nCl'. \\'e inay note as doubly significant
the fact thal ,'.1l'h astor' should he t"l<I

G ogle ..
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POINTING TO THE TEACHIKGS.
\Ve shall doubtless be criticized by the

theosophical elect for the publicatKlIl in
this issue of Mr. Yost's introduction to
"The Sorry Tale," by Patience Worth.
Theosophy, we shall be told, ought not
to concern itself with the phenomena of
what is called Spiritism. It should
"point to the teachings," or whatever the
particular incantation of the mon1ent
may be. and leave the bewildered to their
own devices.
But the real Theosophist will inter-

pret his duty in a sense very different
from this. His success will be judged,
not by the extent to which he has pointed
to the teachings, but by his actual in-
fluence upon the thought of the day.
The soldier in war must either win his
battles or lose them. That his tactics
were technically correct will be a poor
excuse for defeat. Still more deplor-
able would be the plea that he was so
attentive to the evolutions of the parade
ground that he overlooked the move-
ments of the enemy.
I f the phenomena associated with the

name of Patience \Vorth arc genuine
phenomena-and no one doubt this-
they ought to he known to the Theoso-
phist, just as new stellar phenomena
ought to be known to the astronomer. He
can not afford to overlook them. For they
.are facts. and they arc facts that will be
interpreted by the world without the least
consideration for tht' few ohscure per-

sons such as ourselves who are "point-
ing to the teachings" and murmuring ir-
relevances about elementals and the As-
tral Plane. Let us remember that new
philosophies are being born today, new
theories, new thoughts, new ideals, new
creeds. and they will be based upon just
such facts as these, and the future hap-
piness of men will largely depend upon
them. \Ve can not afford to wrap our-
selves in robes of indifference or to oc-
cupy reserved seats above the amphi-
theatre wherein the new and the old are
at death grips.
How fortunate it would he for us if

we were to imitate H. P. Blavatsky in-
stead of erecting images that bear no re-
semblance to her and then adoring them
-usually an indirect way of adoring our-
selves. \Vith what enormous zest she
was wont to throw herself into tilt'
movements of the day. with what ex-
traordinary vigor she immersed herself
in every new thoug-ht. Nothing was
above or below the reach of her interest.
whether it was Tolstoy, or Father John
of Cronstadt, or General Booth, or the
Australian savages, or a heresy hunt.
With what energy she would have ad-
dressed herself to the phenomenon of
Patience \Vorth, with what care slw
would have collected the facts and ex-
plained them, No one can imagine her
as waving them to one side as unrelated
to Theosophy, and those who suppose
that she would have done so would <10
well to study the pages of the magazines

Digi ized byCoogIc
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"THE SORRY TALE:'
(The follow in" review of "The Sorry Talc,"

hy Patience \Vorth, appears in the lit"rary
supplement of th" !':ew York Till/"s and is
here r"print"d as showin" the "iew tak"n hy
a competent re"i"w"r of a relllarkahle hook.)

Again comes "Patience Worth," the
so-called "Psychic Mystery" to whom at-
tention was called a year or more ago hy
the publication of a book hearing her
name as title. The story it told was
perhaps one of the strangest in all the
chronicles of psychic manifestations and
mysteries. John H. Curran of St.
Louis and a friend had been dallying
with a ouija board for amusement, and
one evening four years ago the pointer
suddenly began to travel with more
v igor and purpose than it had done Le-
fore. and "Patience Worth" introduced
herself, saying she had lived long ago,
and adding, "again I come." From that
tmn1tent she has led Mrs. Curran a stren-
uous life. The former book contained
an account of the matter bv Mr. Yost,
who edits this ne\v story, extracts
from the communications received from
her through the ouija board under l\Irs.
Curran's fingers. There were many
pages of poelltS, some short stories, ex-
tracts from a play and frollt a novel. with
many verhatim reports of conversations.
Unlike all other alleged comlllunications
from the unseen world. these poems and
stories and plays had literary quality.
The poems showed nohility of thought,
exquisite fancy, heauty of expression.

The extracts from stories and plays hall
the tift: of passion, dramatic IlIOVl'lm'nt
and situation. the sense of character,
literary i.Jeauty. The reported conversa-
tiuns revealed a striking personality, in-
teresting, entertaining, with a mind alert
ami keen and a strong sense of humor.
In vested thus with the interest and

mystery of its origin, this second book
increases the marvel of the tirst. Merely
as a feat of literary composition it is
remarkable. for the novel tills MO
c10sdy printed pages and must contain
well over 300.000 words. And it was
all spelled out through the ouija LoimJ
during part of the evenings of the last
two years. Mr. Yost says in his prefacll!
that from 2500 to 5000 words would be
produced at an evening's sitting, and that
for some time "Patience" varied her
comllOsition with poems. parables, anti,
conversation, even beginning another
story and working upon the t'wo alter-
nately. But after awhile she droppl'd
everything else and devoted herself solely
to "The Surry Talc." which. in her use
of language. is the same as "The Tale
of Sorrow." After she got well into the
stride of her work he says, "There was
never a change of word. never a pause
in the transmission. never a hesitation
in the choice of a word or the framing
of a sentence," A few evenings before
the story was begun a dozen persons
were present. says r. Yost, and con-
versation was going on hetween these
and "Patience." throngh the medium of
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Wi\R FRCITS.
Mr. R1athwayCs Rcminiscenccs. else-

where noticed in this issuc. contains the
rccord of a conversation between the
author. Sir Hellry In'ing, and Mr. :\1-
gernon Blackwood, a conversation that
uri fted. as all normal conversations do
dri ft nowadays. to the subject of the war.
l\1 r. Blathwayt modestly refrains from
giving us his own share of the con-
versation. hut he quotes some remarks
of :\1 r. Blackwood that are well worth
attention. A Ilf \V power. says Mr.
Blackwood, is coming into the world,
and its herald and forerunner is war.
D\.'cp down within him, almost heyond
the place where he could find words, was
the profound conviction that we arc wit-
nessing the birth of a new age. even
though the only present sign is the great
and rcmarkahle increase of human sym-
pathy. When that time. comes we shall
have a wholly new vision of life. an out-
look of which we have never yet
drcamcd.
Jt is a comfortahle assurance. this of

l\l r. Blackwood. and undoulJtcdlv a true
OIlC. \Var is not a diseasc. hut a rem-
edv. It is the externalization of the

of human thought that would
\.·vcntually have proved more destructive
than artillery or bayonets. If our
thoughts are thosc of competition amI
rivalry. of mutual grceds and hatcs, those
thoughts must eventually materialize
thcmselves. and in the horrid ways that
we are now witnessing. But the

poison is discharged there will he a het-
tel' and a more wholeslllllc world than
heforc, a world in which thc moral laws
of the universe will receive a deference
hithcrto denied to them.
Indeed that day is already within sight.

It is marked hy the increasc of sym-
pathy of which Mr. lliackwood speaks.
And there can he no higher religion than
sympathy. that irresistible spiritual
power that proclaims the essential unity
of life. This is the thing unto which all
other things are added. the Philosopher's
Stone that turns everything to gold.

CRUSTS AXD CRUMBS.
(13y AlLert Erncst Stafford.)

What H. G. Wells has dune in hoth
"xII'. Britling" and "God, the Invisihle
King," is to interpret the average man's
normal thoughts to him. 1"len who have
been trained out of the normal by any
system. whether philosophy. theology or
anything else, wili have a great deal to
say in criticism of Mr. \Velis' views.
Nor can it he asserted that l\-1r. \Velis
has had all the kinks straightcned out
in his own mind which he has aClluired
by his own ahnormal experiences. ="lo
iuan can live in our modern artificial so-
cial conditions and nut take on some-
thing of the environment. for we share
with the chameleon his gift as we share
other gi its of the lower Ii fe vehides.
Rev. Prof. David Smith, D. D., has re-
cently been declaring that "in this agc.
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THEORY AND PRACTICE.
The author of an article on "Pacifism"

that appears in a recent issue of a popu-
lar magazine brings a not wholly un-
merited charge against the Theosophists,
Occultists. and !vlystics of all ages. He
says that they make loud protestations
of human brotherhood. but that they are
rarely to be found in the ranks of those
who are fighting for social and political
reform. They arc rich in ideals. hut
poor in deeds.
There is. ofcourse, a conventional re-

ply to such a charge as this. It llIay he
said. and very truly, that the inculcation
of human brotherhood is, of all other
works. the most practical and the 1lI0st
beneficent, and that if such an ideal
could he attained there would be no need
for the llIany agitations and crusades
that now occupy the human mind. It
may he said also that no reform can he
effective unless it proceeds from a hasis
of human brotherhood, and that there
can be no social structnre of value or
stability unless it have such a founda-
tion as this.
The defense is a gooll one theo-

retically. Practically it has no validity
for the Theusophist whose sense of
brotherhood is so slight as easily to he
satisfied with the presentation of ideals.
For how can there he a brotherhoull
that falls short of an expression in
deeds? I [ow can human love fail to

show itself in action? Such action is not
of the deliherated kind. It is spontane-
ous, instinctive, emergellt. And where
there is no such action we llIay be as-
sured that there is neither brotherhood
nor love, no matter how profound may
be the intellectual knowledge, nor how
eloquent in expression.
It is a llIatter to which Theosophists

must give some attention. They ought
now to know enough of Occultism to he
aware that the energy of the action is
the indication of the sincerity of the
thought, and that unproductive thinking
is little mOfe than an ethical narcotic.
\Ve may talk as much as we please about
the power of thought, hut unless the
power he great enough to produce some
corresponding action it is not likely to
be very dfective on the unseen planes
of nature. The mere weaving of fra-
ternal fancies has no saving grace ahout
it unless it descend to the plane of ma-
terial deeds. And certainly the world
was never in greater need of action than
it is today.
It llt'ed hardly be said that this is no

incitt'ment to the adoption of auy par-
ticular scheme of social reform. That
would be impossible for Theosophists
collectively. But it is intended to sug-
g-est that no ideal is worth entertaining
unless it have power enough to prompt
to such action allll dt'eds as shall seem to
corn'splltHI wilh it. G I
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DOGMAS.
;\ correspondent is somewhat per-

plexed by what he ralls the inconsisten-
cies of Theosophists. \Ve arc perplexed
ourselves, and for the same reason, hut
let that pass.
In this case there is no inconsistencv

at all. We are asked why Theosophists
denounce religious dogma and at the
same time put forth such dogmas of their
own as those of reincarnation, Karma,
and the other contents of the theo-
sophical philosophy.
But these are not dogmas unless we

may also impute dogma to the astrono-
mer who tells us the distance from the
earth to the moon, or to the anatomist
who instructs us on the working of the
nervous system. The astronomer and
the anatomist give us the results of
their knowledge, but at the same time
they indicate how that knowledge was
attained. and in such a way that we can
acquire' it for ourselves. But the dogma
is not based upon knowledge. It is not
known to be true by those who advance
it and its truth can not be verified by
those who receive it. It must be ac-
cepted without evidence or intellectual
support.
The great theosophical teachers have

always placed their knowledge at the
service of mankind. hut they have done
much more than this. They have shown
also how it was acquired and thev have
incited to its acquisition by offering their

aid. Therefore their teachings are not
dog-mas in any sense of that word.

•
PR;\YER.

That the churches should recommend
prayer as a means to shorten or to end
the war was only to be expected. The
essence of modern theology is a convic-
tion that results do not necessarily fol-
low causes, that results may be evaded
by an appeal to spiritual potencies. The
conviction is. of course, an immoral one,
although not intentionally so. A uni-
verse in which there were occasional in-
terferences with law, interferences se-
cured by petitions, would he au in-
tolerable one.
But that an organization of "Christian

Mystics" should recommend prayer for
such a purpose is certainly an anomaly.
It provokes some wonder as to the na-
ture and quality of the, mysticism, some
suspicion that mysticism may have hecn
confoundecl with sentiment and elllotion.
The recommendation to prayer is con-
tained in a circular emanating from the
Order of Christian :M vstics. of Philadel-
phia. and it contains' references to the
··terrible Karmic conditions" that have
produced the present cataclysm.
For the benevolence that inspires a

communicatiol) of this kind there lIlust
he alike admiration amI resJlect. For its
intelligence there will he neither one nM
the other. Karma has heen defined
the law of ethical causation, or, in silll-

Digi ized byCoogIc
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system that

in no
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powers can be
into an interfer-

basic laws of nature,
the tacit assurance men that call
continue in their unbrotherliness and
that when Nemesis takes a hand in the

its touch can be diverted
and incantations.

all in
rampant in our

and so far
them we have

them as the corner-
of
the
It

law of cause and ef-
morals. It

human actions are
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cold we
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all truth
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AND CRUMBS.
( Ernest Stafford.)

Criticisms of H. Wells' hook.
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confined of the dissent
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find;
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These as eternal ar,.. receive.

Be
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the" mind
Your mental intuitiorls

Not natural
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my face.

I

":\IY SHALL TO ME."
I fold hands and wait,

Nor care for nor tide. nor sea;
I rave no more time or fate,

lo! my own shall come to

a
as the

her seasons.
to know ourselves

ch:flnl;inig" scenes of life."
life. in na-

after
tongues and

between times
shall not fear

. for

tion
in all the kindreds.
of the

the

Sea fruit.
is

to become
and one must offer

on intellectual

But not
become
con-

as wonder.
the of Wonder is the in-

tellectual man's nearest way into the
He revolts at the
instead of

permanence
withcreth
do not cease

know that flowers
of next shall he as

fair and as sweet as around
which the winter shall drive awav.
\Vhen we learn to look on life as a
ries seasons, with a
of a summer of action. an au-
tumn achievement. and of
death. to he followed
in a new life. with the of our
action achievement stored within us
as character. <iml the nuclens

our
and
and
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STAllS.

ac(:ounts for this. but none the less
or

above the
I

The theories of modern are
taken as true because

are foretold
of that

sible. But many centuries
different theories of the rellatiiOll:S and
motions and structure of the heavens al-
lowed the astronomers to make
same deductions. Let us examine a few
words and
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Maurice
The obtained Sir Oliver

described in his book
show at least that we have around us
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a relative sense. Is it not true, then,
often held and

insisted on those who
information P. Blavat!;ky
that the world we are 111 is to be prop-

In a sense
not as a mere that can

on mechanical ?
the face of all the and

of life and SCI,enc:e,
Theosiopillist be asked to
different sort of
of science in all its
There is no reason.-
the

a

wise man
for a tamed mind

we

SENSATION OF TOUCH.

one is accustomed to say that
he has touched this or that on
which his have But
this is not not touch any-

nel,ceive and report a sen-
If that

contact hc-
then the

the nearer
the

the sensation.
if we press hard we

turn it into one
There

and the sur-
there

molecules of
be

\vhether the human in the boat of
human evolution was near a rock or on
the open sea in its eternal am] mo-
nlentOtlS jOl1rJrle',.
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SPIRITUALISM.
Dr. C;eorge :\1. Robertson and Mr.

St uart CUlllberland seem to have united
In a sort of protest against the practices
of spiritism, if we may judge frolll the
rhulIlc of their utterances that finds a
place in Currellt Opillioll. With that
protest there will be some sympathy,
certainly from Theosophists. At a time
when civilization is unutterably saddened
liy bereavement it i;; peculiarly important
that there should be no recourse to a
false and sickly solace, and that decep-
tion should not add its sting to sorrows
already unbearable. But it is equally
important that a protest against the mor-
bid and the abnormal shoulu not take
the form of mere negation, and that even
credulity should not be destroyed with-
out some reasoned effort toward a con-
structive substitute.
At the same time it mav be said that

those who would wage war against "su-
perstition" should heedfully avoid those
intellectual puerilities that they denounce
in others. An ignorance of facts is the
worst of all implements for their task,
and when ignorance is joined with stu-
pielity we have a combination even worse
than spiritism.
For example, we are told by Dr.

Robertson. and quite truly, that every
lunatic asylum contains those who hear
thing's that are inaudible. and see things
that are invisible, to others, the in fer-
ence heing that all persons who claim

these abnormal perceptions are lunatics.
Dr. Robertson should study logic. II is
syllogism is faulty. one might say chilu-
ish. It may be true that all horsethieves
are Democrats, but it does not follow
that all Democrats are horsethieves. Dr.
Robertson may have a profound con-
tempt for superstition, but he would do
well to hide his contempt for logic. He
might also reAect on the fact that if all
persons with abnormal perceptions were
tu be confineu as lunatics we should
much prefer the society of the asylum
to that of the outside world and of
iike Dr. Robertson. For in the asvlum
we should find Plato, Sucrates, Paul: Hy-
patia. St. Francis. Luther, and all the
assemblage of saints. \Ve should find
Christ and Buddha and ?\'fahomet, Joan
of Arc and Proclus and Iamblichus. St.
John and lIoses and Plotinus. Dr. Rob-
ertson should think again, or rather he
should think. He might even ask him-
:,elf the real nature of lunacy, of which
he now knows nothing.

Stuart Cumberland IS
equally foolish, if Himself a
tl\9dern pioneer in what is called thought
reading, he now joins in the hue and cry
against all powers greater than, or eli f-
ferent frolll, his own. Cumberlanu
tells us that he has traveled all over the
world in search of the "occult" and that
he has failed to find it. That is quitl'
likelv. He should have staved at hOllle.
The' "occult" is not to be found on thl'
map. It is not inc!tllkd in Cook's tours.e c
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SPOOKS A;-;D THEIR BOOKS.
(From the St. Louis Mirror.)

Dr. James H. Hyslop is the head of
the American Society for Psychical Re-
search, if not the whole works. He
knows more about high-class spookery
than anybody. His investigations of
communications hetween the living and
the dead have extended over nearly
thirty years. To this country he is what
F. \V. H. Myers was ami Sir Oliver
Lodge is to EnglaiHI in the matter of
psychological analysis of spirit-communi-
cation. He believes the dead can and dn
come hack to us and can reasons
for the faith that is in him. It was
natural that when I met him we should
talk about our St. Louis literary spooks.
Somehow he has his wires crossed as to
Patience \Vorth. He doesn't dispute her
literary gift, but he says that she hasn't
located herself terrestiallv. \\ie don't
know when or where she' Ii ved. l\'ow
it's difierent with the spirit of
Twain, who is said to have sent the
novel, "Jap Herron," over the ouija
hoard to Lola V. Havs and
Emily Grant Hutchings, I said that the
110vel contained in itself nn inherent l'\,j-
uence of its Twainian origin. and Dr.
Hyslop agreed with me. "But." he said.
..Mrs. Hutchings and ;\1 rs. II ays ha
visited me here and suhmitted to all tests.
through a psychic having no knowledge of
them or of their 'control.' and I have
obtained indisputahle evidence of the

fact that 'Jap Herron' is the work of the
discarnate spirit of Samuel L. Clemens,"
Dr. Hyslop explained that he got at this
by questions and a sort of system of
cross-references too elahorate to be set
forth here. The verdict Of the doctor
will he final with all spiritualists. From
what he said gcnerally, I gather that
dealing with spirits has to he indulged
in cautiously. They are not always to be
trusted. They will tell fihs. They will
claim to be the spirits of quite other
people than they are. Sometimes they
wi 11 get merged with other spirits and
he unable to disentangle themselves. He
spoke of folks wandering' around "over
there" and not knowing' they arc dead.
[ wonder if they arc who wan-
dered around here not knowing they
were alive. Dr. Hyslop told me of a
medium who was materializing spirits for
a seance and was caught in her own
hodily self masquerading as a material-
ized spirit. "Now you would say that was
conscious fraud," he remarked, "but it
isn't. The medium in her trance actually
thoug-ht that she was the materialization
and when she was seizell hv the investi-
gators she underwent a shock slu:h as
cnmcs to a somnambulist when awakened
from the sleep-walking- condition. Spirits
..ften deceive themselves and of
thcv deceive their 11It'diums," To Dr.
I Iy'slup our St. Louis school of spook
literature is uninlert>sting if it is only

Ill' doesu't care for that. I Ie
wauts to get at the ide per-
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THE UNSEEN.
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THE SMALL THINGS.
The great theosophical truths may be

learned from the study of visible facts
and events even more readily than from
the printed page. The student who
would truly know the law needs no ac-
cess to libraries, since these at the best
can do no more than direct his vision.
They will never give him the kind of
mind that classifies and interprets. This
he must gain for himself. Plotinus asks
somewhere: "Where does the light
come from that shines on things?" And
he replies: "From the soul of the suf-
ferer. of the enjoyer.'· The soul gazes
upon its own states and knows them not
for what they are. So once more we
are brought face to face with the "self-
induced and self-devised efforts" that are
the beginnings of wisdom.
"Vhen we have once gained from our

philosophy the power to think, and to
question, and to try. we shall find in the
daily newspaper all the material that we
need for our research. For the news-
paper is the record of effects. since
events are no more than a concretion of
precedent thought. Whatever evils exist
in our midst were born first in human
minds. The world as we see it is but
the materialization of consciousness. and
even in its smallest detail it is eloquent
of the eternal forces that brought it to
pass. The daisy has a pink tip to its
petals. not so much from the action of
wind and weather, of soil and type, as

because titanic powers strove together in
the dawn of time. Nothing is too small
to declare the state of consciousness that
underlies it. To know why the planets
revolve in order around the sun, to know
the meaning of force and of motion, is
to understand God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Ghost, to under-
stand life and death and resurrection.
And he whose mind can rise to the height
of the "That Thou Art" of the old Aryan
philosophers sees all things within him-
self and understands them hecause they
are himself.

EVIL DOGMAS.
The reviewers of some religious news-

papers, and notably of the Hibbert JOl/r-
nal, are much incensed against Professor
Bury, the author of "A History of Free-
dom of Thought," which has lately ap-
peared in the Home University Library.
Mr. Bury says, "'vVe must remember that,
according to the humane doctrine of the
Christians. pagan. that is, merely human
virtues, were vices, and infants who died
unbaptized passed the rest of time creep-
ing on the floor of hell." To this the
reviewer of the Hibbrrt Jol/mal replies
that "Christians as a bodv have never
condemned unhaptized to hell.·'
Some few Christians may have done so,
hut it has never been done by Christians
collectively.
Now if orthodox theology wishes to

repudiate this teaching it is at liberty
to do so. Rut to d 'thy its xistcnce
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THE WAY OF THE CHILDISH.
The following extracts are from a

little volume entitled "The Way of the
Childish," by Shri Advaitacharya, just
published by E. P. Dutton & Co. (50
cents net). The preface has the follow-
ing to say with regard to their source:
·'The methods by which some of the
Sages of India instruct their disciples
are varied according to their tempera-
ment and evolutionary stage of the dis-
ciples themselves. The great Teachers
known as "Masters" in the Theosphical
literature instruct their pupils (with a
few rare exceptions) from another
plane: but there are others who instruct
them by word of mouth. "The Way of
the Childish" is the fruit of the writer's
discipleship with a Teacher of the latter
class, and is transcribed in part for the
benefit·of the Western world; the entire
teaching not being of a nature that can
advisedly be presented to the public at
large. The reasons for this are not fat
to seek, for on the one hand, a consider-
able knowledge of Oriental philosophy
and metaphysics were necessary to a
right comprehension, and on the other,
certain physical and mental exercises
were given, which may be suited to one
individual, but quite unsuited to another.
"The Way of the Childish," as it stands,
however, is perfectly comprehensible to
everybody; of whatever country, line of
thought. religious (or even irreligious)
persuasion he may be: indeed the reader

will often be struck by the knowledge of
the West and its customs which the Sage
shows. This, it may be remarked, is
partly owing to the unbounded tolerance
which all true Indian Teachers manifest,
and also to the fact that for many years
the Sage lived in the Western world, and
his teaching was delivered to a Western
pupil."
But how, it may be asked, can we sat-

isfy ourselves as to the source of such
"teachings"? By no way that is known
to the writer. Nor would it be desirable.
If these precepts. or any other, seem to
he good, they should be accepted. 1£
otherwise they should be rejected:
He who strives to injure another in-

jures himself, for the dl'sire to injure is
a pain in the mind of him who desires
to do the injury. [This phrase has been
modified for those unversed in Oriental
philosophy-the original ran thus: He
who strives to injure another injures
himself twofold, for the desire to injure
is a pain in the mind of him who de-
sires to do the injury. and the law of
Karma can never be thwarted: Karma
being the law of cause and effect in its
relation to actions. The Bible has it, "as
a man sows, so shall he reap."]

To love one other is less childish than
to love one's self. and to love a hundred
others is to step on the path towards
Wisdom. but to love everybody is the
acme of \\1 isdom andO' 0 'S pce of
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Oh, if only the R8(eDta were
haDged in Bulgaria, and Germany
checkmated, I should die in peace.

-H. P. Blavataky.

THE UNSEEN HOST.
The story of superhuman appearances

on the battlefields of Europe is an old
one, and one that most people will're-
ceive or reject, not on evidence, but on
predilection.
Mr. Percival Wilde uses the idea ef-

fectively in his little volumc of plays,
"The Unseen Host and Othcr \Var
Plays," just publishcd by Little, Brown
& Co. ($1.25). There is a conversation
between the surgeon of ar field hospital
and a visitor in which there is a refer-
ence to the "miracles." The visitor is
skeptical, and the surgeon says, "You be-
lieve that a miracle happened in Pales-
tine. You deny that another might hap-
pen in Flanders." Then the surgeon
reads to him the statement of a dying
boy:
I saw them. I know I saw them. Whether

they were angels, whether they were devils,
whether they were living or dead, I do not
know. But they were shining shapes, and
nothing could withstand them. We were
pressed-hard pressed. Another ten minutes,
and it would have been all over with us.
\Ve would have been crushed by the ad,'anc-
ing hordes, trodden under into the mire.
And then I heard a tramping, a tramping
gradually growing louder. a tramping first cllal-
enging the roar of battle, and then over.
whelming it. drowning it, so that all sound
had become one huge rhythmic tramp, tramp,

tramp I I thought my eardrums would burst.
And then I looked up, and beheld the light
reflected on their armor, and the sky filled
with a huge I{litter. and the rays of the sun
shining through showers of arrows. And the
enemy melted away before us: melted by the
hundreds; by the thousands; by the tens of
thousands; and those celestial hosts tramped
upward, tramped up by that invisible pathway
into the heavens, tramped out of sight I

A door opens mysteriously and the
doctor closes it. The boy is still alive,
but feverishly anxious to go back and
join his regiment, and the doctor says
that if he were a poet he would say that
the soul of the dying soldier had come
through the door to rcjoin its regimcnt.
Thcy listen, and gradually therc com-
mences a curious, hollow, rhythmic
tramp. Very subdued at first. it in-
creases slowly in volume, without in the
least accelerating its precise, martial
rhythm. It grows louder, and louder,
and louder; and nearer. The building
scems to vibrate with the rhythmically
rccurrent footfall. The visitor rushes to
the windows. He peers out. There is
nothing therc but fog. An orderly cn-
ters:
The Orderly-The boy-the boy w'ho saw

the angels-where is he?
The Surgeon-In there.
The Orderly-You are slIre?
(The men look at each other silently.)
The Surgeon-Why do you ask?
The Orderly-I saw him!
The J'isitor-What?
Till! Order/v-In the front ranks! With

my own eyes" I saw him!
(The surgeon hurries ° /-0 th'jroom).
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THE OCCULT Ii\"
The supernatural is an e\'er-present

force in literature. says Dr. Dorothy
Scarborough, Ph. D., of Columbia Uni-
versity, in her preface to "The Super-
natural in Modern English Fiction," just
published by G. P. Putnam's Sons. It
colors our poetry, shapes our epics and
dramas, and fashions our prose till we
are so wonted to it that we lose sense
of its wonder and magic.
The work is a remarkable one hoth

for its scope and its sympathy. There
seem to be no omissions, and it is with
a sense almost of surprise that we
realize to what an extent the novelist
has called upon the occult and the ex-
tent to which it has received the appro-
hation of readers. But it in the preface
that Dr. Scarborough reveals her own
,'r" ::. ""ndable standpoint. There is a

.'.' demand, she says, rlr the occult
rature, and it must have some

• ' .. : • .> in human psychosis:
The night side of the soul attracts us all.

The spirit feeds on mystery. It li"es, not by
fact alone, but by the unknowahle. and there
is no highest mystery without the super-
natural. Man loves the frozen touch of fear,
and realizes pure terror only when touched
hy the unmortal. The hint of spectral sounds
or presences quickens the as no
other su!<'gestion can do. an/I no human
shapes of fear can awe the soul as those from
beyond the grave. Man's varying moods
create hea\'en. hell, and faery' wonder lands
for him. and people them with strange beings.

Man loves the supernatural because it

dignifies him, hecause it raises him be-
yond the limitations of his personal self.
By it the universe becomes his com-
panion and its unseen denizens his
servants:
, I.iterature, always a little ahead of life.
has formed our beliefs for us, made us free
with spirits, and given us entrance to hnmor-
tal countries. The sense of the unearthly is
ever with us, e\'en in the most commonplace
situations--and there is nothing so natural to
us as the supernatural. Our imagination.
colored by our reading. reveals and trans,
forms the world we live in. We are aware of
unbodied emotions about us, of discarnate
moods that moek or invite us. We go a-
ghosting now in public places, and a spectre
may glide up to .:ive us an apologia pro S'hl

any day' in Grand Central, or on Main
Street of Our Town. . . . \Ve may pass
at will the guardian of the narrow gate and
traverse the regions of the underworld. True.
the materialist may argue that the actual is
more marvelous than the imagined, that the
aeroplane is more a thing of wonder than was
the hippogrilf. that the ferry is really the
enchanted boat, after all. and that Dante
could write a new Inferno if he could see
the suhway at the rush hour, hut that is an-
other issue.

\\' e might have psychical experi-
ences than we do, says the author, if we
would only keep our eyes open, hut most
of us do have more than we admit to
uur neighbors. \Ve have an early-Vic-
torian reticence concerning ghostly
things as if it were scandalous to be as-
sociated with them.
CotHran' to usual assurances that the

mists or' "superstition" have ht'en
cleared away by the sun of science, the

Digi ized byCoogIc ...
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THE ADVEKTURE BEAVTIFliL.
Lilian Whiting has long been known

as a graceful and fluent writer, and one
with no ordinary insight into the philo-
sophical needs of the day and the de-
mand for the application of a new and
reasoned ethics to the prohlems of life.
For a long time Miss Whiting seemed
inclined to what is called the Kew
Thought, presumably because it is
neither new nor thought. but we note with
interest that in her new hook. "The Ad-
venture Beautiful" (Little. Brown &Co.)
she seems to ally herself with Theosophy,
or at least with its main essentials. It is
true that she is inclined sometimes to
wander into the nonessentials and even
into the superfluities. as for example
when she says that Theosophy "prescnts
a serics of formulas for training. all hav-
ing to do with diet. hours of sleep, exer-
cises. and activities to bring every fibre
into plastic and instantaneous response to
the higher command." Theosophy does
nothing of the sort. It has 110 formulas.
It has nothing to say about diet. sleep,
or exercise. There are sume Theoso-
phists who believe in such formulas, just
as therc are some Theosophists who be-
lieve in free silver: hut their pet creeds
ought not to he with Theoso-
phy. But Miss Whiting makes amends:
While Theosophy lays stress upon three be-

liefs-universal brotherhood. reincarnation,
and karma-only one of these. that of broth-
erhood. is binding on Theosophy as a sect. the
other two being matters of individual accepta-

tion or rejection. Karma. being only the law
of cause and effect, is hardly likely to encoun-
ter much denial from its self-evident nature.
Reincarnation is another matter; and while a
student of the spiritual life can hardly fail
to recognize the probability (if not the inev-
itability) of a series of progressive periods
with definite beginnings and terminations like
birth and death. and while the theory that the
spiritual man may wear out many successive
physical bodies in gaining its experience on
earth appeals to many minds, it need not
be crystallized into a dogma. The objection
sometimes made by persons only partially
familiar with this hypothesis,-that reincar-
nation and physical communication are mu-
tually exclush'e. is really seen to be baseless
after a larger acquaintance with the theory.
For reincarnation postulates long periods be-
tween death and rebirth. periods of varying
length. many sometimes reaching to two thou-
sand or more years. There are many argu-
ments in favor of this theory; it certainly
offers a logical explanation of the inequalities
of life and suggests possible explanations for
many problems; as. for instance. sudden and
strong attachments or equally sudden and
strong antipathies. for neither of which the
individual who feels them eould give any
reasonable explanation. But there is no log-
ical proof of the truth of the theory. From
its very nature. it is impossible to verify it in
an)' way that science would accept for a mo-
ment. It is true that there are persons who
believe that they remember their past incar-
nations; but this conviction is totally unprov-
able. In case a man should believe that he
was the reincarnation of Socrates, or Julius
Cesar. or Charlemagne. who could decide.
even the man himself. to what extent the affin-
ity, or identity. or association that he felt with
the character was not due to his reading. to
unconscious to some Jlossible
temperamental likeness. to a thousand causes
beyond absolute scrutiny.

Miss Whiting's explanation f Karma
Digi ized by \...:.oog C
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A :-JEW DEPARTURE.
It is not wholly a matter for congratu-

lation that so many books should now be
appearing on the subject of what is calIed
spirit communication. None the less, the
fact is not a surprising one. nor one to be
wholly deplored. It is a part of the reac-
tion against materialism, and it has been
fostered by the bereavements of war and
the natural longings for some more real
consolation than can be furnished bv or-
thodoxy. •
But there is one fact that stands out

holdly in more than one of these recent
works that must me classified as spiritist
for lack of a better name. The supposed
"communications" are insistent upon the
truth of reincarnation. And here we are
faced hy a curious anomaly. Spiritism.
until the last few vears. has been active in
its denial of reinc·arnation. not upon log-
ical grounds nor upon an evidential basis.
but hecause it was opposed hy the con-
trols whose teachings were accepted as
definite and final. But now it wuuld
seem that the controls have changed their
views, or that they have received an ac-
cess of light. Reincarnatiun is assumed
by them as a fact in nature. as some-
thing undenied and undeniahle. What
are we to make of it. and what do the
spiritists make of it? \V ill tht'y repudi-
ate these later communications as coming
from the "haser sort'· of controls. or will
they revise their philosophy and bring it
in to accord with what we mav call the
modernist psychism? •

The latest example of this reincarna-
tionist spiritism is to be found in a book
called "Letters from Harry and Helen,"
written down by Mary Blount White and
published by Mitchell Kennerley. The
letters were received through the mechan-
ism of the Ouija Board and later on by
direct automatic writing. They fill a
bouk of 267 pages. and while they have
no marked literary value. they are none
the less eminently readable and frequently
inspiring. But their dominant character-
istic is their advocacy of reincarnation.
as will he seen from the following ex-
cerpts:
First. she has alwa\'s been a woman. never a

man. Sex. so far as have been able to see.
rernains the saIne always.
Always a woman. she has evolved her in-

dependent personality through fighting her
oppressors at all points. She has felt the
sacredness and justice of individual liberty
l'Ver since she followed the teacher Jesus in
his Ii fe. Her eyes were opened to the real
meaning of his symbolic lessons. She grasped.
even at that time. what he vainly tried to
impress on all :-the right of each soul to
itself to be and think as it seems right from
the standpoint of its own conscience. She
felt the inner stir of that call for justice and
liherty, and for this she was martyred many
times. never heing conquered hy a despot.
Several times a nun. she learned what a

cell can teach. She also learned the value of
heing a complete woman. The natural heart
hunger of her starved nature as a celibate had
made motherhood seem intensely desirahle.
She has not yet heen satisfied. and will
mother man\' more before her heart is sur-
feited. .
As a Roman matron she took a keen interest

in go\'ernment. and judgment was solic-
ited by statesmen and patri 15. I
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beautiful. A crowd

this stone.
rohed in

men are gathere',j
one side is a gTOllJ

are chani-
sirlg111ar song. monotonous.

stran'll"lv marked cadences. under
ether and swells like

in a tempest. In front of them
He has a

his white robe. about his waist: a
fillet on his white hair. On his

I see; it is
holds a rod

,,,r,,,,,,,h,,r! with mistletoe and seem,
markiing the time for the

! He is m;I ..I.:-ill,V
you fellows. far

somnambulic or hy'prlot]li"]
state. they his motions
trained instrument and then when

great with his
swells out in a
same moment the men
It comes up
of the sound, as
toward the two
dies low: the stone settle-
the old breaks

an incantation of These stOllf'
were lifted into sOlmd!"
He rises e1how.
his cornp,mil)ns

I shouldn't wonder.
cannon-hall ?"
"What did it do?"
"Rose in the air when the nott" of its

11I1SS was struck."
"And remember one of Sinnett's

hnes. where he that the ancient<
levitated of stone sound."
The man broke in """,p-rl,;

see about the stones are
which are--how shan I
,are That is.

all kinds of forms and are half conscious
are more conscIOus than others
forms are

like sensitized

seated
One of them

stone

tone.
"I see," said he. still
altar; it is this stone.
groove cut in it: the

mv hack, it to
an old man, one

is the
cairn helow, It

thl" Druidical
this old man is one the
Druids. Fah! What hrute he

WITH THE DRUIDS.
J.

held up his hand for silence.
in a somewhat and

were three
on a curious rock.

rolled a and
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wonder yon fellows. who arc half
:Ul'\lWaV, don't try and get some-

old cromlech."
Number One to

but his eyes
seen to wander to where
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fixed upon the frontlet Snow-
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one who the rather than
the distance. a
nod. then

old "'''''1'1''<:, some-
out of C'..,')mlpc·h? did

boulders lip here.
they raise them

smaller stones at
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the stream.
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he visihle the human
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stones.
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up

date was this?" asked one
of his friends.
"Oh, in the earlier of Druidism.

when the priesth(IOd had real power.
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"And where did the stone-and others

like from?"
"The\" from the mountains over
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then may expect a great
in the matter of
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CRUSTS AND CRUMBS.
(By Albert Ernest Stafford.)

Some time ago I received from the
Upper Canada Tract Society, Rich-
mond Street East, copies of "Sapper's"
books. "Sergeant Michael Cassidy" and
"The Lieutenant and Others," These
bear the imprint of l"Iessrs Hodder &
Stoughton, and from this publishing
house I have just received a copy of "No
Man's Land," by the same graphic
pen....
"Vhat interests me above everything

in "No Man's Land" is the third and
fourth parts, "Seedtime" and "Harvest."
In these there is brought forward a
phase of war which is too utterly for-
gotten in the spectacular occurrences of
the campaign and the great national is-
sues that are at stake. The old saying
about not being able to see the wood
for trees has to be reversed in the case
of war, in which for the most part no
one sees the trees for forest. The in-
dividual is lost in the mass, unless he is
a general or a V. C. hero. Rut every
unmentioned private has his own indi-
vidual relation to the war. He gets his
own evolutionary experience of a war
like this, and the sacrifices incurred
might further a man's evolution in this
Ii fe to an extent that three or four ordi-
nary incarnations would not bring
about. There is an occult truth in
Scott's aspiration for the glorious hour
of crowded life above the age without

a name. It must not be forgotten, how-
ever, that after such a rapid develop-
ment as the hot-house of war might se-
cure there would be the inevitable reac-
tions. and unless there were exceptional
qualities of will and energy in the ego
,the next succeeding two or three incar-
nations might be spent in the most peace-
ful and pastoral conditions. Such men
are always to be found among the ever-
lasting hills, on the cheerful uplands, on
the wide meadow stretches and the
breezy downs. When there is need they
have the strength of ten. but they live
peaceful lives after the great periods of
struggle·and action, assimilating what had
been missed before and cultivating the
inner powers and their control.
In the evolution of Reggie from the

position of shopwalker in Mogg's Mam-
moth Emporium to the status of Lance-
Corporal Simpkins, sniper and true man.
"Sapper" has put on record a picture
which must fairly represent hundreds of
experiences-probably thousands, in the
great war. These nine chapters detailing
the apprenticeship of Reggie to Shorty
Rill, poacher and jailbird. and all that
came of it are great literature. Kipling
has done nothing better in the way of a
story and "Sapper" has a style of his
own, not less attractive or readable than
his great predecessor. "With his heart
thumping within him he looked at the
dreadful thing that ten minutes before
had been a speaking, seeing man; and as
he looked something seemed to be born
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rises of subordination self,
"For until a man can subordinate him·
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THE BILLY SUNDAY CAMPAIGN.
The first test of the real results of the

three-month revi val campaign conducted
in New York City by the Rev. William
A. ("Billy") Sunday has lately been
completed. According to that test, the
campaign was not the success that it ap-
peared to be. The evangelist spoke to
great crowds in his tabernacle day after
day. The free-will offering, which he
turned over to philanthropic and religi-
ous purposes, was imposing. The num-
ber of his "trail-hitters" was legion.
But systematic inquiries among the
"trail-hitters," reported by George l\Ic-
Adam in the New York Timcs Maga-
zinc, indicate that the campaign did not
accomplish what its backers at first
claimed for it.
Sunday's campaign was organized and

maintained for the purpose of bringing
about a religious awakening. The mag-
nitude of this awakening can only be
gauged by the number and quality of
those who made public confession of
their faith. Sunday himself accepted
this as the test. The invitation to "hit
the trail" was the spiritual climax of
every service. Certain men were ap-
pointed to keep tally of those who ac-
cepted the invitation. Every person who
"hit the trail" was asked to put on a
card. under the inscription, "I now ac-
cept Jesus Christ as my personal Savior,"
his name and address, also the church
and minister preferred, if any. After the

campaign was over and Sunday had de-
parted, these cards were sorted and dis-
tributed in packets to the ministers
named, or, if no minister was named,
then to the minister whose church was
most convenient to the given address.
This was for "follow-up" work and for
the purpose of giving permanence to the
campaign.
The first church in New York to com-

plete this "follow-up" work was the one
nearest the Sunday tabernacle-the Fort
Washington Presbyterian Church, of
which the Rev. Dr. Daniel Hoffman
Martin is minister. Dr. Martin has
made an effort to see, or have seen, all
card-signers in his district. He has had
the assistance of Dr. John S. Allen, for-
merly of the Marble Collegiate Church
in Kew York. Dr. Allen is recognized
as an expert in church work. and he WI-
dertook to systematize the results of
"follow-up" work in connection with 273
cases. He claims that the district he
covered is "thoroughly typical" of New
York as a whole, and he is quoted in the
Timcs as saying:
Of the 273 cards that I investigated, 20

signers were out, though in each instance I
called two or three times. or they had moved
away and left no address. As we do not
know what their attitude is. this 20 should
be eliminated from our calculations. reduciilg
our basic figure to 253.
Of this 253 I found that 174. or more than

68 per cent., were church members, regularly
attending religious service. Many of these
people said that they had enjoyed the Taber-
nacle services, but of co rse they could not
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A BOOK BY l\IAETERLINCK.
Mr. Maeterlinck delighted us when pe

said in "The Blue Bird" that "there are
no dead," hut our interest was lessened
when he subsequently explained that the
dead live only in the memory of those
who survive. We felt that we had been
cheated, and we felt also that the be-
reaved who were offered such a conso-
lation as this would be insulted. From
this latest volume of essays we are glad
to see that Mr. Maeterlinck has now
moved somewhat forward from a posi-
tion to which he had evidently been as-
signed by his recent tendencies toward
materialism.
We are beginning, says Mr. Maeter-

linck, to get a new view of death.
Looking for it now with awakened eyes
we fail to find it. What we have
thought to be death was not death, but
actually more abundant life. Our idea
of death has been "too pu('rile to con-
tain the least truth":
We give the name of death to anything that

has a life a little different from ours. Even
so do we act towards a world that appears
to us motionless and frozen, the moon, for
instance, because we are persuaded that any
form of existence, animal or \"egetahle, is ex-
tinguished upon it forever. But it is now
some years since we learned that th!: most
inert matter, to outward is ani-
mated by movements so powerful and furious
that all animal or \"el(etahle life is no more
than sleep and immohility hy the side of the
swirling eddies and immeasurable energy
locked up in a wayside stone.

But how do the dead survive, if in-

deed they survive at all? What man-
ner of consciousness is theirs? Is it like
the incarnated consciousness? Does it
know itself, and its own identity? Or
is it a merging into some cosmic con-
sciousness, a blending of the drop with
the ocean from which it came?
Mr, Maeterlinck is not persuaded by

the "communications" of the psychic re-
searcher. They do not impress him.
The post-mortem utterances of Frederic
:\Iyers, for example, seem to him to he
trivial. In fact they arc mere "chatter,"
and this in spite of ingenious explana-
tions of the usual kind. If :Myers can
say anything at all, why can he not say
something worth while instead ot these
maunderings? And so with all of these
messages from the dead:
Why do they come back with empty hands

and empty words? Is that what one finds
when one is steeped in infinity? Beyond our
last hour is it all bare and shapeless and
dim? If it he so, let them tell us; and the
evidence of the darkness will at least possess
a I(randeur that is all too ahsent from these
cross-examining methods. Of what use IS it
to die, if all life's tri\"ialities continue? Is it .
really worth while to have passed through
the terrifying gorl(es which open on the eter-
nal fields, in order to rememher that we had
a I(reat-unc1e called Peter. and that our
cousin Paul was afflicted with varicos!: veins
and a I(astric complaint' At that rate, I
should choose for those whom I love the au-
I(ust and frozen solitudes of the e\"alastinl(
nothinl(. Thoul(h it he ditlicult for them, as
they complain, to make themselves ulI<lerstood
through a strange and sleepbound orJ.:anism.
they tell us enough categorical details about
the past to show that they could disclose simi-
lar details, if not abo the fu ·ure. which
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WAR.
The Theosophist who asks another to

define for him his proper attitude toward
war ought first to define his own atti-
tude toward Theosophy. Evidently it is
an attitude that sadly needs revision.
For Theosophy has no Ten Command-
ments. It does not classify human deeds
into right and wrong. It is not a penal
system, and it has no criminal code. It
is content to indicate the spiritual nature
of man and to recommend an observance
of conscience, which is the voice of that
spiritual nature. Now conscience speaks
to all men in different ways, in ways ap-
propriate to their growth and circum-
stance. It may be conscience that im-
pels the savage to the worship of his
fetish, that sends one man to the church
and another to the theatre. Conscience
always reveals the next step. It has no
interest in ideals that are momentarily
impracticable. It is concerned with mo-
tives rather than with the way in which
those motives are expressed. The man
who thinks it wrong to go to the theatre
ought not to go. But the wrongfulness
is not in the act, but in the violation of
conscience.
But intelligence must be used to

liberate the conscience from prejudice
and preconception. Conscience operates
through the intelligence, and the medium
must be clear and transparent. Now it
may be true that all wars arc wrong. hut
we have no right to say that such a
conviction is a dictate of conscience until

we have tested it by intelligence, reason,
logic, and an examination of facts.
Once more, it may be true that all war

is wrong, and you may believe it to be
so. But why is it wrong? May it not
be that some wars arc wrong and that
others are right? Have we fallen into
the error of confusing emotion and con-
viction? I f war as a whole can be im-
peached successfully it must be on the
ground that all use of force is illegiti-
mate. Once more, this may be a valid
impeachment. but it mnst be applied
logically and impartially. It must be di-
rected against the policeman as well as
against the soldier. I f we may use a
policeman to arrest a hurglar, and to use
whatever force may be necessary to that
end, we may similarly use the soldier in
opposition to the criminal nation. I f we
may use force against the individual
lunatic we may also use force against
the collective lunatic. It makes no dif-
ference whether we dress the instrument
of that force as a policeman, an asyitlm
attendant, or a soldier. Now it may be
wrong to use force at all, whether
against criminals. or lunatics, or even
wild beasts. That is not the question.
But let us avoid the absurdity of con-
demning force in large or unusual di-
mensions, and tolerating it, sustaining
it. and even appealing to it. when its di-
mensions are small or commonplace.
The conscience that forces tiS into folly
is not conscience at all. Let us con-
demn unjust wars, just as we condemn
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REDlCARNATION.
We wish that some intelligent spiritist

would explain a marked divergence of
opinion on the subject of reincarnation
that has long been prevalent among ad-
herents of the cult. Spiritists derive
their beliefs and philosophy trom the
revelations of their "guides" and "con-
trols," although why a disembodied soul
should know more than an embodied one
it is hard to say. But at least we should
expect some unanimity of teaching,
some general agreement as to the post-
mortem states and the destiny of the in-
dividual. This is just what we do not
get. Most of the "controls" now in evi-
dence have heard nothing of reincarna-
tion and deny its truth. But others
teach it as an axiom. Why this dis-
agreement? A few years ago there
were no spiritists--except the followers
of Kardec-and no "controls" who
would tolerate the idea. 1\ow there are
many. Why? If the "controls" and
"guides" are not usually informed on this
matter their value as teachers would
seem to be somewhat discounted. The
same' may be said of their failure to
agree, since some. repudiate the idea with
scorn and others regard it as axiomatic.
\Ve ask to know.
Take, for example, the little book

called "The Living Dead," by E. Katha-
rine Bates (E. P. Dutton & Co.). It is
undiluted spiritism, even crude spiritism.

But it contains a chapter on "Reincar-
nation" in which the author says:
I prefer this word to reincarnation, because

it does not take so much for granted, It
seems to me very possible that we may have
lived before on our present planet, and ex-
tremely probable that we have lived other
lives on other planets. In the latter case,
however, we can not possibly dogmatize about
the exact type of body which may have
clothed our spirit. AlIowing that the pres·
ence 'of identical elements has been discovered
in other planets of our system, we m.ust also
allow for the chemical fact that a different
blend of these elements or the identical ele-
ments in differing proportions, would repre-
sent a different substance from that which we
know here as flesh, so that reembodiment
seems a safer and more accurate term.
If we have lived other lives on this special

earth, it has never appeared to me more il-
logical or impossible than that a boy should
be sent back to the same school after each
holiday time. This is more usual than to
change froni Rugby to Harrow, or from Har-
row to Eton in rotation, for the whole length
of his school days. The considerable ad-
vance between school and university would
be denoted by the Harrovian or Etonian be-
coming a "University man." To carry ou'
the simile, this would correspond with our
next educational experience. taking place on
a more advanced planet, with increased pow-
ers and opportunities, and therefore increased
responsibilities, as happens when the school-
boy blossoms out into the Oxford or Cam-
bridge man. The fact of not remembering
our last life is really not important one way
or the other. If we did remember a past life.
in any sort of detail, we should certainly be
more apt to avoid mistakes as a matter of
expediency rather than of duty. We should
remember that a certain course of action
brought disagreeable consequences last time,
and might be trusted to do the same this
time: but we can return with the sum and
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steeds of Phaeton. to dash their would-
be driver destruction. The
reason of this that we do not control
our ; then. can we control
and direct our words? \Vhat most of us
call are confused of real
or sensations and form-
less of the emotions, or
callculatiorls for our material
In order to utter dear, and
forcible words, we mUilt marshal co-
ordinate our and in order to
do that we must them dear to our-
selves. "I know it, but I can't say it,"
is confession of feebleness where
we to have a graSlJ and

But how
save in words? In no
but let us see to it that
words.

AND OF

the thou£llt
to express itself in that wav and in no

or other. Of course. but
of which Brown- the result effort.

of the kind
shows forth a half-truth
"\Vhat's in a name?"

it with-

for
The sees what
dream.-Toronto .Hllna:a1l

THE

for oc-
times. the

consonants occur in
It is a tremendous
I was satisfied with the

the Lord's
which I found to con-

tain 63 or 9 times 7, and 315
or 45 times 7. If anyone thinks

this is easy let him compose a of
prose 63 and

letters. When elevation of
of the New Testament is con-
and the of the task

COIlVevinll:! it so it should
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when we do so. To vary
accurate aim is as essen-

as a

whole
lute. chest were then br,oUllht

ina,de1luate both in qU<lntity
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HINDU PHILOSOPHY.
Nothing is so gratifying as to observe

the increase in the number of books on
occult philosophy. It is true that a num-
ber of these works are of a trivial nature,
and perhaps some of them are even mis-
chievous. None the less they prove in
their aggregate the presence of a real
renaissance of interest in speculative and
comparative religion.
Among the most worthy publications

of the day is "Brahmadarsanam," by Sri
Ananda Acharya: It is described as an
introduction to the study of Hindu phi-
losophy, and it would be hard to say too
much in commendation of its scholarly
tone or of its intellectual competence. It
consists of lectures delivered in Chris-
tiania in the spring of 1915 and with the
ohject of presenting HindH ways of look-
ing at the eternal verities of life. Cer-
tainly nothing could be bdter attuned to
the popular mind or more persua:>ive in
its presentation. Particutarly admirable
is the author's treatment of Dualism and
the teachings of Kapila: ;
Kapila teaches that although our terrestrial

life apears to he full of sorrow, yet it is not
our true destiny to suffer. We are, in essence.
eternally free. eternally wise, eternally living,
and eternally holy. All this suffering, this
sickness, old age and death have corne upon
us as the result of our Aviveka, or unwisdom,
our Avairagya or habitual allachment to
sensual pleasures. We are the ullwilling
slaves of our phantom seh'es--the self of igno·
ranee and the self of passion-those selves
which are associated with a wrong notion of
personality. Are we not quite contented with

our silly opinions, silly comforts, silly con-
duct, and silly mode of life? Be wise and
learn to entertain true opinions, to enjoy true
comforts, and to lead a noble life. That which
you call yourself is a ghost; your true self is
far more beautiful, far more Divine. Realize
your power and holiness, your inborn
grandeur and your perfect wisdom. Your
body should be your slave, not you the slave
of your body; your mind is an instrument of
the soul, let it not get the better of the soul.

Science, says the author, is one-sided.
It concerns itself with the relations of
phenomena, not upon the value of that
upon which the relations rest. But per-
ception and mathematical reasoning are
not enough:
Here we see the limitation of scientific

reasoning, which consists i" giving preference
to a part OI'U the "'-"Iole of human experi.
ence .. why one part of experience should be
favorcd at the cost of all others is never ex-
plained. The scientist only believes in percep-
tion; his belief in inference is only very par-
tial. He has supreme faith in facts which can
he demonstrated on the lecture table, but he
never waxes enthusiastic over subjects which
arc inferred. A strict scientist does not really
believe in ether, in atoms, or mind, or life;
and wlty? Because he is not able to produce
them by artificial means in his laboratory. and
so he dismisses the ether with the remark that
it is a suitahle idea to work with! What
is most annoying is that the scientist de-
notes as "real" the contents of perception,
and as "imaginary" the contents of other parts
of experience. Viewed in this Ii!:ht. not only
the fundamental conception of science itself.
but also the root idea of religion and philoso·
phy must be laheled as "imaginary." For ac·
cordin!: to this method of reasoning, not only
arc our conceptions of God and the immor-
tality of the soul imagi mr' bu talso time,
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The book as whole may be "",,-m'l,,
recommended to the student.
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And
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YOGA.
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renounce the world. and the
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What I was, "0
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self unto me. wrenched
else, worth
T, 0 Lord, on to
water. What I
and realized.

became
home.
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that it
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the re-

was our love
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we came
keep tryst with each other

were
your great soul and mine-

There little souls-

In Dr: Albert Durrant Watson's new
volume, "Heart of the Hills"

Goodchild & Stewart.
there is a constant under-

is so elusive
that reader of a con-

turn of mind will not catch the
new-old sense. And this is not imlpo,rbmt
for the purposes into which
every man reflects contents of
own mind. The of
not to be t:vaUl:u.
as "The Aureole, a
ment in which two

mother and
and dallghter,

closer and more in
with great life. The
the sections this notable.

"Morn
of is a

form which Dr. \Vatson treats
There is a in

of it also would
five in
Hand in

carnation. "A of the Son"
there a direct

differ-

entrance into
until the
which
of

Robert volume, "The
and the Reed. there' are many evi-

dences of the immor-
and not a few allusions to rein-

CRUSTS AND CRUMBS.
( Ernest

Poets of the new school will be the
poets of old poets Theos-

will in life well
as in the forms of life. will
be to the Divine the unpur-
chasable inheritance, the essence of be-

Homer and and Dante and
are full of the of

this wonder which the differ-
between the of prose

existence of
and the It was
consciousness of

the church conven-
tions of that gave the
voice of "In lVlemoriam,"
and preserves his work as as men
have to Christian material-
ism. It is one the sta.rtl:in2' palradox!es
of our current beliefs that in
Service of the Church of

in the words of
those assembled solemn w3Irnin,r-
this I say to

and blood can not
heaven," and then
to an address, the

is that flesh and blood will
of heaven. If he under-

real facts of immr.rt·,li;r"
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To
He makes the
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In His refining fire.

Eternal Be.auty have all things under
His own majestic form;

He shapes their plaslic souls dreams of
wonder

With
In fires of
His Love

broken,

flame andout
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on . the hills, stands

strong.

virtue
an

greater potency than any sacer-
This not the

\Vatson's poem, "The Sacra-
" but it comes olit of a kindred

The

The world

grace,
of far
dotal nll1toourllnP'!'l.

tenet of oceult
III the

in
\Ve smite our
hearts with words

shreds, and grasp at thesr
one.

divide us.
Love that longs lift tiS
all-oneness.

of the cosmic powen,
blind hearts the vaster unities.
gaze

The Christ is born in
And lives of vaster

\'l{e find new love-lands serene plFllgr·ession.
Nor we ever cease

From vision of new truth in sure suc'ce:s5iclI!
courage and release.

change;

There is in
Adventure. well
of that title. the sense
Of

This fine poem is an of the
Christian

it part of the treasure Dr. Wat-
son's work that it at once free and
Christian. The idea that Christian

run in a groove, and all
other have the of
the the sunshine, is a medireval
one, and "To \Vorlds More is

true to modern view:
now the larger Christmas-dawn is nearing.

wise men see afar
the i1ppeaX'ing

stern

essaying,

exaltation,
man.

priceless pearl.

unearned
one who takes

from unknown
and strong, came,

hour
its bonds, earth

wisdom-flower.
should lift the race

merit,
awake power.

And sifted in the flaming
The remnant is pure gold.

must dare
The billowy surge beneath

stars
net the finny harvests of the sea;
boon is won, hut some new hero dies.

There is every
And service holy

whose easy
buys, but

with reverence
brave

Within each part there brooded

Wide, Dr. Wat-
love of nature

wilder and more elemental moods,
like poets that live under the
shadow of the Rockies and between the
roar of two oceans. has

for our modern writers the
wisdom of the It
the natural outside view of

and it new forms
no less than the old
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from thougllt of
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wake

am gone,
amongst

shall reach the
and even must

learn.-Buddha.

,

preme.

ye find from sorrow

to your-
to no exter-
the truth as
truth as a
in any

console not to do away with
teach one how overcome

The fearful unbelief is the unbelief in

The soul of all is the im-
provement of the soul.-Bushnell.

th<:re,fore, is the life of the
and of divine and men, a libera-
tion from all concerns, a un-
ac.cOIupanied with human and
a of the alone to the alone.-

THE LOTUS LIFE.
said Shaka sage, "are

dream!
apes, who see within a well

retlected for a
strive to clutch the silver

beam,
Mistakinlg for the truth its

of i1lusion void we
an

is root

in

Universe.

increases still
Death's last dust

the concourse

made of all

soul

And numerous

HUMANITY.
soul above the

which yet to

And
Till

all the ages are its
vast;

Each soul that in its most sacreu
whole

Receiveth life that shall forever'last.
And thus for with wider

o'erarches time
the universal man,
life that ends not with his

That mortals name
And feel the heartbeat of

I have
but these
warm-hearted poems carry one
would like to more.
are some fine

The sum of all those immortalities
That swell the great antiphonal of life

-Richard iValsoll Gilder.
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CRUSTS AND CRUMBS.
(By Albert Ernest Stafford.)

Many requests cOllie to me from time
to time about books on psychic and oc-
cult matters, more especially, perhaps,
about psychic affairs, in which people
are usually more inclined to be interested
than in "the things that are more excel-
lent." When Mme. Blavatsky founded
the Theosophical Society her intention
and inclination was to develop an inter-
est in spiritual things. but the drift to-
wards spiritualism, towards phenomena,
toward psych ism, was so pronounced that
the higher interest was swamped, When
people were more attracted by the pre-
cipitation of letters than hy their con-
tents. and by phenomenal tea-cups than
by the Holy Chalice, it was not surpris-
ing that the world of the psychic plane,
the "Hall of Learning," as it was called,
should receiv'e more attention than the
"Hall of Wisdom." We have had a
large number of books on astral and psy-
chic subjects and comparatively few on
spiritual matters. Mr. Sinnet, Mr. Lead-
beater, Mrs. Besant, and others less
notable have written about the psychic
plane until the list has outgrown the re-
sources of the ordinary man. "The Key
to Theosophy," remains the best guide
to this as to other planes, but meanwhile
the public reads such volumes as EIsa
Barker's. "Letters of a Living Dead
Man," the "\Var Letters" hv the same
hand,· Mr. Leadbeater's books on "The

Inner Life," on "Man: Whence. How.
and Whither," Katherine Bates' excelIent
hook on "Psychical Science and Chris-
tianity," Sir Oliver Lodge's "Raymond,"
Admiral Usborne Moore's "Glimpses of
the Unseen \\lorld," Julia's "Letters,"
and alI the transactions of the Society
of Psychical Research, which was estab-
lished in 1882, seven years after the
Theosophical Society to do on the psy-
chic plane what that society was intended
to do on the spiritual. And so I have
heen asked to recommend a book which
would enahle the student to get the bene-
fit of all these and other books, and be
fairly reliable in regard to its informa-
tion as welI as sound in its views on
occult matters generalIy. No book is in-
falIible, and a book that starts, like the
"Secret Doctrine," with three postu-
lates can never be placed in such an in-
vidious position, however authoritatively
it may be regarded. I have just re-
ceived a new volume which, with a few
reservations, I can commend very
heartily to students interested in psychic
things. '
"Realms of the Living Dead" is pub-

lished by the Order of Christian Mystics,
headed by Dr. F. Homer and l\Irs. Cur-
tis, through the Curtis Philosophic
Book Co., Inc., Philadelphia, $1.35. It
is one of the most satisfactory introduc-
tions to the subject that I have read.
and its particular merit lies in its col-
lation of so much of the information sup-
plied in earlier volu les, re ucing it
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one who is occultism in
earnest, all the trouble the world
seems apparent. There is a

of when father and
mother, wife and become indis-

and when seem no
more familiar or com-
pany of strangers. The one dearest oi
all may be close at hand and
and is as far as if death had come
between.

unutterable comes at and
the one who has hitherto been fortunate
is on a level with those to whom
has been familiarized a lifetime of ex-

For trouble bites hardest
when it on a new victim. Of
course, there are selfish na-
tures which do not suffer in this. sense,
which look for comfort
and are content with small horizon
visible to one : for these
there is but the
there is none of the
which exists in sensitive and
tures. The born artist is aware of
as soon as he is aware of ; he

sadness as a of human
it has on his own.

has an innate consciousness of the
of the that

man's and which
outlive and become

leads on the road to divine
him enthusiasm. a
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of the unknown death, or are
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life so unbearable
tures, and which
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to do
the exist-
the so-
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made desolate

the sentimental
to think of.

not act because he can so little.
Shall he take one miserable child and

it comfort when millions will be
en,du:ring the same fate when that one is

inexorable of life
course. and

and live in
afraid of the

holds within de-

THE MYSTERY ALL TIME.
The inner which

greatness, and makes them
mystery all time and must re-
main so while Time lasts for us; but
there come moments, even in the midst
of when Time

us, the circumstance
outward existence falls and we

find ourselves face face the mys-
tery In in great

iII-
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the \Var God

the War God

LIVE?
the War God

dauntless soul?
weapons dulled-

leave you whole."
Wilsoll.

?"
DO

will agree,
all must
who

pel'chance, was born
from

in your vital part."

"15
Then
And

"Where do you live

cause of the Allies or are not; and
if the of State for

that there no rea-
regret to say that

misl{:ivinlr will not be removed.
"The country is entitled demand of

the government what in their view the
attitude of the if any pro-
test has addressed them to the

As the matter we can
not conclude that there is
a centre of disaffection in secret
with mortal enemy.

French
under
Vatican. Either
and machinations

"The has come when it is neces-
sarv that the Allies should consider with

care what is their rela-
tion to the Vatican. the recent
I talian reverse has been due to
the influences the treacherous repre-
sentations disseminated the
Italian armies is known; that Vati-
can was in that is
also and the result was a ..

so grave its can not yet be

the Vatican in
of a

Teutonic atrocities the present war
can reconciled with requests for con-
tributions for the

not be a copy or a distortion
some truth or notion once
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that modern are

out the
of their own past lives'
that was known,
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ALL ABOUT SPOOKS.
"Do spooks wear clothes? And, if so,

what kind of clothes are they and how do
the spooks get them r' These are important
and fascinating qucstions which arise natu-'
rally out of some orand new tidings from
the spirit world which were vouchsafed oy
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the novelist. in the
course of a lecture which he recently de-
livered before the London Spiritualistic Al-
liance, Limited. (Though why or how a
spiritualistic alliance is "limited" is another
'Iuestion which it would also be enlightening
to have answered.)
until a year or two ago the renowned cre-

ator of Sherlock Holmes (ex-physician as he
is) would have been aoout the last person all
earth whom one have expected to take
stock in spooks. mediums, "materializations,"
and all the rest of it. But Sir Arthur, having
set himself to investigate the suoject, is now
almost as ardent a spiritualist as Sir Oliver
Lodge, and is in close touch several com-
municative and entirely reliable inhabitants of
the other world, one of whom has given him
some remarkaole details indeed regardinM
the life and habits of its denizens.
In his lecture Sir Arthur said that he took

into account only those revelations of spirits
whose detailed evidence about facts in this
Ii fe had proved after investigation to be true.
"Thus the veracity of a spirit named Dorothy
Postlethwaite has been tested," said Sir Ar-
thur. "and she described, at a seance I at-
tended, the life in a sphere around world
into which she had passed after death.
"She possessed a body exactly the counter-

part of her earthly body in health, but of
an ethereal nature. It wore clothes. She
communicated the information that in her
state there was no such thing as physical pain,
but there could be Illental anxiety.
"These beings take nourishment," added Sir

Arthur. "and have pleasures, such as music
and other arts. hut their life is shorter thall

the earthly life, and they know that they leave
one life to pass on to other spheres."
Miss Postlethwaite was in this world a Ro-

man Catholic, and remained of the same faith
in the next, but she communicated the in-
formation that there were Protestants, Mo-
hammedans, and even atheists in her spirit
sphere, and these last suffered no more than
the others.
From communications which Sir Arthur

said had been received during the last six
months he gathered that the passing through
death is almost always easy and painless.
that the character of the individual is not
altered by that change, so that fools and
knaves exist in the spirit world as they do
here.
After introduction into the new sphere.

where the spirit meets those it had loved and
lost. it undergoes a shorter or longer period
of sleep "before entering on new duties."
"Not one of those who has passed wants

to come back," said Sir Arthur, who added
his belief that the evidence of the spirits
proved the non-existence of hell. Some of
the spirits. however, seemed to pass through
a probationary period. which he described as
"rather a hospital for weakly souls than a
penal community."-HaydclI Church in
Fork Herald.

I f the foregoing owed its genesis to
anyone: less distinguished than Sir Ar-
thur Conan Doyle it would unobtrusively
take its place among the annals of Sludge
the Medium. But Sir Arthur can not be
thus ignored. His influence is so wide
that it can not he counteracted hy silence.
But we may wish that he had taken
counsel with 1\1 r. Sherlock Holmes. who
might have aided him vastly in the work
of i(lcnti fying the spooks.
It seems that Sir Arthur's pronounce-
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